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TITLE: Arrecife 

AUTHOR: Juan Villoro 

READER: Adan Griego 

DATE: March 6, 2012 

 

In recent interviews Juan Villoro has hinted that his next novel would be “very crazy,” 
and he has lived up to his promise. “Arrecife “gives us a cast of colorful characters who 
inhabit La Piramide, a tourist resort in the tropics: 

- a former rock musician from Mexico City (Tony) 

- an expatriate “americana” from Iowa (Sandra) 

- an absentee hotel boss (el Gringo Peterson) 

The lives of each character are carefully detailed throughout a text that never abandons 
the reader.  At times these are accompanied by wit and humor:  Tony with desperate 
bedroom eyes for Sandra but the coquettish “americana” is more interested in finding 
out why he is missing a finger.  The story also humanizes the least likely character: “el 
gringo Peterson.” He is hardly present and yet we know so much about him: growing up 
in Vermont, his infant son drowning in a lake, his regret at not going to Vietnam, where 
he lost many of his friends or his weakness for horse races. 

La Piramide, with more than 400 rooms, is also a character, perhaps the most vilified of 
all. Like all other such massive buildings constructed with an unrestrained development, 
it have polluted an environment that would otherwise be a paradise: sandy beaches, 
endless blue skies and clear waters. 

The novel has offering for multiple American audiences, to the fans of “Hawaii Five-
O,” (in its original and current versions), “Arrecife” is already a familiar text and the 
conscious eco-tourist will welcome the social commentary on the negative impact of 
over-development. 

A text so full of references to American popular culture and geography should have 
wide appeal to a broad reader audience.  This may be Villoro’s first full-length work to 
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be translated into English, but he is already familiar to American audiences. Here’s 
sample of some of his writings: 

   *The essay “The Red Carpet: Gangsters as Superstars”  http://nplusonemag.com/the-
red-carpet  

  *A fragment from “El testigo”  http://quarterlyconversation.com/notes-on-juan-villoro-
el-testigo  

“Arrecife” is eagerly in search of a translator, the readers are desperately waiting. 
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TITLE: Brañaganda  

AUTHOR: David Monteagudo  

READER: Madeline Peña  

DATE: 03/01/2012 

 

 

Brañaganda was entertaining, captivating, and intriguing reading. The author 
combines suspense, magical realism and a rich prose to transport the audience 
to a place and time that feels both real and surreal. He ornately uses the 
language to describe places, situations and characters through the voice of the 
narrator—an inquisitive adolescent named Orlando. 

The novel encompasses several stories within the main story—all connected by 
the same setting and characters—which in most cases include their own mini 
climax and help build the suspense of this work. The author does a great job at 
keeping the reader engaged and at creating situations that make readers reflect 
on possible ways the plot will unfold. 

The events take place in post Spanish Civil War Brañaganda—a small, rural 
and poor town in Galicia, Spain—where a mythical figure, the lobishone or 
werewolf, starts taking the lives of women during full-moon nights. The town is 
in great distress and both believers and skeptics (the only skeptics in town are 
Orlando’s parents) try to find a solution to a problem that only gets worse. The 
reader won’t learn until the end if the lobishone is real or not, or if the lobishone 
is someone we know. The climax is somehow unexpected and satisfying, but 
still leaves some unanswered questions. 

The subjects of this story—family relations, shameful secrets, mysticism, and 
rural life—are undoubtedly appealing to readers. The main topic of werewolves 
has been widely popular in the U.S. and worldwide, historically and in recent 
times. It is worth mentioning the hugely successful series featuring vampires 
and werewolves Twilight Saga by Stephanie Mayer, and Sookie Stackhouse by 
Charlaine Harris. 
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Although werewolves are classic subjects in fiction narrative, the author treats it 
in a different way: Brañaganda is more a tale of real-life people surrounded by 
supernatural circumstances, than a story of fantastic characters trying to fit in 
real life. However, some of the aspects that make Brañaganda special—the 
extremely poor and rural setting, the backdrop of local history and customs, and 
the lack of a strong love story—might discourage U.S. readers. 

Previous works of David Monteagudo have not been translated to English 
language, and are not widely available in public libraries in the U.S. 
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TITLE: Como Borregos 

AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR: Kiko Pérez 

READER: Mary Marques 

DATE: 02/22/2012 

 

Cultural awareness, patterns of communication and human relationship are the three 
major topics exposed in the comic book Como Borregos of the author and illustrator 
Kiko Pérez. 

In the writer’s imaginary world, the human race is represented by two animals, the lamb 
and the wolf. In this model of communication these two opposite species must interact 
in order to exchange messages that must be interpreted accordingly with the 
sociocultural patterns and behaviors of each group. In one hand, the lambs represent 
those speakers who are particular easy to intimidate; and most of the time, they follow 
the rules and the cultural standards with the purpose of preserving a good relationship 
with other members of their own group; and on the other hand, the wolves who portray 
the speakers which primary characteristic is to intimidate other members in the various 
subgroups of the general society. They always take advantage of the diverse situations 
in life with the main purpose of rewarding their own ego. 

In the visual storyboard, the author exposes to the readers how insiders and outsiders of 
one culture must follow unwritten society norms and cultural standards in order to 
interact in an established cultural framework that determinate certain behavior in the 
members. Some of the variables that are exposed in this book can be related with the 
group differences (socioeconomic status, gender and ethnicity); the social identities 
(student, professor, worker or parent); the demographic categories (nationality or age); 
and the formal and the informal membership (political party, organization or social 
groups). 

The author uses simple and direct written language to communicate the message of the 
story. The words are carefully crafted with visual objects and monochromatic colors 
providing a perfect environment for the storytelling. Each personage of the narrative has 
a unique cultural identity; and with the help of the illustrator, the non-verbal 
communication is transmitted with the illusion of movements and projection of sounds 
that the reader must interprete accordingly to his or her cultural framework and 
conceptual filters. In this context, the receptor must understand all the symbols and the 
codes of the messages that complement the narrative. In addition, the author exposes to 
the reader his own interpretation of the story using a touch of humor to challenge 
cultural standards within a society. 
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The comic book contains 126 unique stories that will make the reader laugh and analyze 
life situations with an open mind: the main purpose is to avoid the assumptions and the 
perceptions of the outsider’s culture when exchanging information. Furthermore, the 
language, the communication styles and the cultural identities are considered 
environmental influences that will condition the way how a person receive and interpret 
a message in the everyday life situation. The author highlights that new behavior 
patterns are learned by the insider or individual who needs to be accepted in a particular 
group. As an outsider, the same individual is challenged to explore new ways of 
perceiving life and cultural behaviors. 

 

Recommendations: 

Audience: Teen and Adult readers 

Translation to the English language: Easy to translate but some meaning can be lost in 
the translation process. 

Regional words: Coño(a), peque, currado, muflones, curro. 

Regional idioms and expressions: “Se puede saber que narices te pasa,” “anda deja de 
darme la murga.” 

Topic: Cultural awareness and patterns of communication. 

Library collections: This book can be shelved with Graphic Novels. 

Overall: I like the stories. 
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TITLE: Correr o Morir 

AUTHOR: Kilian Jornet  

READER: María del Carmen Rivero 

DATE: 2/28/2012  

 

Correr o Morir the hyperbolic title of this book that sounds as it could belong to a 

possible thriller prepares the reader for a fast-paced book, with crisp prose, written by 

very young but very experienced mountain runner, Kilian Jornet from Catalonia.  He is 

also a ski mountaineer and a long distance runner. 

The book is part journal-part autobiography and part manual on how and also why try to 

become a world-class runner. It also offers a glimpse on why he is compelled to practice 

an extreme and dangerous sport of mountain running-a sport that few attempt. 

While the book is specifically about mountain running some of the techniques and 

mental abilities the young athlete demonstrates and explores can be used for any other 

sport or activity that requires a lot of training and determination.  It is ultimately a book 

about discipline. 

The short book (about 190 pages) is basically divided into two parts. The first part how 

is love for the mountain and running started at an early age. His idyllic childhood living 

near the Pyrenees where his father was a park ranger in Andorra can cause severe envy 

to most readers. He basically lives in a state of nature surrounded by beautiful 

mountains and the state park as his backyard. His early habitat is what makes him so 
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familiar with the nature and the many mountains he will later climb. He does most 

family errands running around the surrounding mountains and almost learns to ski 

before walking.  They are some of the best chapters of the book. 

The second part mainly deals why he runs and the different races he has been in 

culminating with Mount Kilimanjaro in the last chapter.  The camaraderie and also the 

fierce competition among participants of this sport, his family’s help in his pursuits and 

his relationship with a former girlfriend are all explored. His relationship to city life-

mainly Barcelona are also mentioned. 

He terms his adventures as the Skyrunner Manifest-manifesto de Skyrunner –the 

reference being to the high altitude (at least 2,000 meters) endurance races that he has 

won three times.  However, Jornet never mentions his accomplishments; very similar to 

his almost mono maniac pursuit of running and of all endurance sports, he is very 

focused on the book about narrating how it feels to run, to train and to win. He does not 

bother the reader with his many records as to not disturb the psychological training he is 

trying to convey to his audience of potential would be runners or athletes. 

The reader will have to look elsewhere to find about his many accomplishments, or 

already be one his followers. The most recent accomplishment, and the last race 

mentioned in the book, is Mount Kilimanjaro. He now holds the world record for the 

fastest time in finishing this race. He casually omits this detail and continues exploring 

why he runs. This is quite extraordinary in someone who holds so many world records 

at such a young age. Jornet is only in his early 20’s. 
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Most technical terms of his trade are omitted from the book too.  Jornet comes off as a 

very pleasant, humble, low-key young man who also happens to be an extraordinary 

athlete, and now, a pretty good writer.  This is one of the strengths of the book and 

makes it an interesting read- for sport aficionados but also for a wider audience.  While 

extreme in his athletic pursuit, is anything but in other aspects of life. He displays a lot 

of common sense and intelligence in many of the decisions he makes and how he plans 

his races. 

The book, originally published in Catalan, and translated in Spanish is an easy, 

approachable prose to read and translate. 

The book might be improved by having a map (or route) of the many races he mentions 

in Northern Spain, California and Africa. He jumps (or runs) a bit from one race to 

another one in the second part of the book without much explanation. Some photos 

would also add to the reader’s experience. I believe the original includes some 

photographs. 

Overall, it is a good read-especially for a niche market of extreme sport fans, outdoor 

aficionados and Kilian Jornet’s many followers. 

However, other readers can appreciate many aspects of his book like his drive, his 

discipline and especially Killian Junet himself.  Also, the autobiographical and journal 

style of writing makes this book very reader-friendly too. His internal dialogue and 

challenges and ultimately why he runs have a wider appeal for any professional or 

aficionado of any other craft. 
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Jornet writes at the end of the book: Una carrera es como una obra de arte; es una 

creación que, a parte de la técnica y del trabajo, necesita de la inspiración para 

poder terminarla. Pero también es efímera, porque, igual que un mandala budista, 

se disfruta durante su creación y en el momento más álgido, en el punto en el que 

se ha conseguido su perfección, desaparece para siempre y será imposible volver 

a crear la misma carrera”. And on to the next race. . .  
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TITLE: Ejército Enemigo 

AUTHOR: Alberto Olmos 

READER: Monica Chapa Domercq 

DATE: 3/1/12 

 

Ejército enemigo is an engaging and intense novel that examines contemporary issues 
under the lens of age-old philosophy. The efficacy of protest and dissent, the prevalence 
of publicity and media “spin,” and Internet-induced loss of privacy are all issues that 
author Alberto Olmos entwines in this surprisingly thrilling mystery set in present day 
Madrid. 

Protagonist Santiago Serrano is a modern day cynic who appears to suffer from 
Diogenes syndrome. The illness, characterized by self-neglect and hoarding, is 
Santiago’s self-diagnosis. Santiago says that he “hoards words,” he has saved almost 
every form of correspondence since he was a young boy and, as format and technology 
changed, has printed and archived every email he’s ever sent or received. In fact, the 
story is uniquely told from Santiago’s first person point of view and through excerpts 
from his journal, emails and text messages. 

Much like Diogenes, the Greek philosopher who founded Cynicism, Santiago willfully 
leads a solitary and basically deprived life. There are relatively few inhabitants in 
Santiago’s isolated world, namely, those who are associated by his mundane occupation 
as a marginally successful publicist who markets “mediocre products” or acquaintances 
that can withstand his sharp skepticism and disaffected opinions about their youthful 
desire to change the world. Their passion and involvement in numerous social 
movements and various forms of activism is seen by Santiago as superficial, self-
serving and affecting no real change. 

Santiago’s opinions about his mostly upper class friends are severe and do not make 
him popular among his peers. In fact, Santiago seems to intentionally reject these 
relationships and even utters a phrase that sets in motion disastrous events that cause 
him to realize the potency and consequence of his words and philosophy as well as to 
try to solve the mystery of the murder of one of his friends. Santiago receives a rather 
unusual inheritance from his deceased friend and finds he has unprecedented access to 
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the life that so tragically and suddenly ended. The novel comes to a rather unexpected 
and unpredictable conclusion as Santiago uncovers the secrets of his friend’s last days. 

Another plotline of the novel is that of Santiago’s sexual behavior. His fixation with 
online pornography and masturbation and his inability to achieve intimacy with women 
are all documented by Santiago in his narrative. Santiago encounters an online site 
called ChatChinko in which participants watch each other in a range of sexual activities. 
Santiago becomes obsessed with ChatChinko and celebrates the anonymity that the 
Internet affords but doesn’t require. After watching a lengthy recording of a young 
couple having sex, he muses on the lack of privacy caused by the Internet but believes 
that what the Internet offers in exchange is permanence. 

What is unique about this novel is that the author challenges popular notions of virtue in 
an unapologetic manner through this completely flawed character, Santiago. The main 
character’s politically incorrect assertions compel the reader to reflect on his or her own 
position on current themes and decide whether or not they agree with Santiago. While 
Santiago is extreme and often unlikable, American readers will relate to his 
environment and the trademarks of Western popular culture including his use of trendy 
language like “chatspeak” or “textease,” and reference to icons like Ernesto Che 
Guevara and Bob Dylan. 

Ejército enemigo is a satirical novel and is often humorous in the style of writer Chuck 
Palahnuik (Fight Club, Pygmy). As with most effective satire, readers may sometimes 
find themselves shocked by the rawness and sometimes-brusque quality of content. On 
the other hand, one can’t help but be amused and disturbed as Santiago points out the 
hypocrisy of NGOs whose administrators earn astonishing salaries and whose activities 
mostly consist of attending parties and exploiting their minuscule contributions to social 
causes. Students, Santiago says, are primarily motivated to attend demonstrations in 
order to post photos of themselves on social media sites. 

Solidarity, Publicity and Privacy are the repeated themes of the novel. It is sometimes 
frustrating to the reader to understand how these seemingly disparate concepts relate to 
each other until one character reveals a diagram that explains their relationship in the 
novel. This, however, does not detract from the author’s smart and original treatment of 
these timely and relevant topics. Ultimately, this is a fascinating read that is highly 
recommended for translation. 
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TITLE: Alma del mundo 

AUTHOR: Alejando Palomas 

READER: Adan Griego 

DATE: March 5, 2012 

 

"El alma del mundo" is a very engaging text, from the opening chapter when we witness 
the arrival of Clea (former chello player) and Otto (a retired orchestra director) to 
Buenavista, a retirement home. Both the chain-smoker dame, who hides behind her 
witty and at times prickly personality, and the charming Don Juan-like character have 
chosen the mysterious Ilona as a caregiver/assistant in their new home. 

Music will serve a continuous link with all three main characters.  Ilona's talent as a 
luthier provides a healing element. It is her cello building skills that guides us through 
the pain of a violent upbringing in her native Iron Curtain Hungary. 

A narrative "heavy" on existential themes also gives humorous moments, like Clea 
appearing announced in Otto's room to deliver a contract, establishing the terms for 
their budding friendship at a crucial moment in their lives when neither one has much 
time to waste. 

Buenavista can be a retirement community in Florida or California, one of the 
advantages of this text as a potential translation that can reach English language 
readership in the United States.  Additionally, the intertwined stories crafted by Palomas 
present universal themes: physical and emotional scars from a traumatic childhood or 
the need for affection; the longing to continue on, undeterred by adversity or the 
introspective look at one's long-lived life. 

One of the drawbacks may be that the author's previous works do not appear to be 
available in English, at least not represented as such in the OCLC/Worldcat union 
catalog.  This would make his work new to Anglophone audiences.  The strength  
narrative can overcome that potential deficiency. 

This moving novel has my most enthusiastic recommendation as a translation into 
English. 
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TITLE: El Asesino hipocondriaco 

AUTHOR: Rengel, Juan Jacinto Muñoz 

READER: Daniel Berdaner 

DATE: March 2nd, 2012 

 

El Asesino Hipocondriaco, is an unique story of a contract killer hired to do his job and 
kill a mark before dying himself. 
 
Do to his convictions and believes, he cannot return the money he took for the contract 
and each day his waking up in the morning is a miracle to himself, since in his early age 
had contracted and keep contracting the rarest diseases in the world, without naming his 
bad luck, that has follow him wherever he goes. 
 
El Asesino Hipocondriaco is an easy to read story, no hard or complicated words have 
been used to describe at any time during the story, except for the name of different 
diseases the protagonist has. 
 
It is an original story, not because of the great details the author goes to make us believe 
and be part of the story, but because our protagonist explain with careful detail most of 
his illness and give a historical background of famous people that has had the same 
disease; names such as Poe, Voltaire, Moliere, Kant, etc. are some of the names 
describes during our story. 
 
The book is written to a young adult reading level, but the names of famous people, 
detail to each illness and time when it happened will discourage young adult readers to 
finish the book.  To be able to follow all the story behind each illness, the reader need to 
know some history, know the name of great literature and thinker individuals of all 
times and like to be introduce to mini short-stories within the main novel. 
 
The book is well narrated, easy to understand and with an ending that it was impossible 
to predict, but to get there, one needs to endure the many diseases and history chapters 
that the author makes us go through, to a point that almost kills this great book. 
 
I am not able to compare the author of this novel to any of his previous work since it is 
the first time I read one of his stories. 
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TITLE: EL BEBEDOR DE LAGRIMAS (THE DRINKER OF TEARS ) 

AUTHOR: Ray Loriga 

READER: Jacqueline Robles 

DATE: February 28, 2012 

 

Adela is a girl from the small town of New Augusta in Mississippi who has been 
awarded a scholarship at the prestigious Carnwell University, a 200 year old institution 
only accepting the very rich or the very smart.  Adela falls under the second category. 
She leaves her small hometown with her heart set in becoming a worldly woman and as 
she walks through the university’s Victorian buildings, grassy fields and ancient elm 
trees, she feels exhilarated, convinced that she is fulfilling her destiny. This will not 
only be the first day of school, but the first day of her new and exciting life.  Only two 
things are missing:  a handsome new boyfriend and a best friend. 

It is at this very moment that she meets the talkative and bubbly Laura; a freshman also, 
who claims to have just arrived but who is extremely familiar with life at the university, 
claiming her older sister graduated the year before.  Laura immediately takes Adela 
under her wing, asking her to share the best room in the dorm, (#666).  Adela watches 
in fascination as Laura talks to Mrs. Mills, the dorm monitor as if they were old friends, 
and immediately arrangements are made so that Adela and Laura can move into their 
dorm rooms that same afternoon. 

As is customary, the first night on campus and two days before classes begin, both male 
and female students take to the wharf to meet and go bar hopping.  Laura provides the 
clothes, under garments included, that Adela wears that night, claiming that her clothes 
are not sophisticated enough.  It is important to make a good impression.  But before 
they leave Adela hears Mrs. Mills’ warning to Laura: “Be ware of the Drinker of 
Tears.” Immediately Adela asks her new friend about the mysterious reference but 
Laura dismisses it as “nonsense.” However, Adela, who is extremely curious, insists 
and Laura has no other choice but to tell her about Carnwell’s legend. “Supposedly,” 
she says, “on your first day here you will meet a boy who will break your heart.  But the 
Drinker of Tears will come from his darkest corner to avenge the wrong.” Adela insists 
that Laura explains further, and the other girl tells her how 100 years ago a girl engaged 
to be married was seduced by a false lover.  Typically, the young man left her 
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afterwards and her tears brought back her betrothed who came to avenge the act, killing 
the false lover.  It is said that after that the Drinker of Tears wanders the campus, 
dragging his sword under the elm trees, ready to avenge any girl whose heart is broken 
by a lover.  Adela is fascinated by the extremely romantic story but Laura insists it is 
pure nonsense, adding that afterwards the Drinker of Tears repudiated his betrothed, not 
even speaking her name again.  The girl, sick with shame threw herself from the nearby 
cliffs but her body was never found. However, there is grave in the cemetery nearby 
with her name, Irene, and someone always puts fresh flowers on it. 

After this last revelation Adela shakes with fear, but Laura tries to put her at ease saying 
that she has nothing to worry about, for after all she did not leave a boyfriend behind. 
Adela stays quiet, not wanting to tell Laura about Nathan, the boyfriend left in her small 
town, whom she swore to come back to, knowing full well she never would. 

That night while bar hopping at the pier, Adela meets an attractive young man and as 
she lets him kiss her she meets with Laura’s disapproving gaze.  The night turns chilly 
and Stephan asks her to come to the beach with him to see the bonfires but as they make 
their way Laura intercepts them.  She accuses Stephan of being a liar and a thief, 
demanding that he returns what he has stolen from her.  Adela is stunned but before she 
could get an explanation from Laura, her friend leaves warning Stephan that if he 
doesn’t return that which he has stolen, she will come after him. 

After this Adela is hesitant to leave with Stephan but he puts her at ease, saying that all 
he stole from Laura was a medal and he did it as a prank, promising to return it the next 
day. As Adela follows him to the beach she gets a text message from Nathan. It says, 
Don’t forget me. Adela’s eyes well with tears of shame realizing she is breaking her 
promise on her first night in Carnwell.  But the frozen margaritas, the shots of whisky, 
and the drags from marihuana cigarettes are beginning to take their toll and Adela lets 
her body do the thinking.  Before she realizes it Stephan is naked on top of her. 
Everything becomes blurry after that.  Is she dreaming or does she hear the swishing of 
a blade in the air? Stephan raising his hand to try to avoid the attack only to have it cut 
off.  And then the handsome demon, face still splattered with Stephan’s blood and 
dragging his bloodied sword kneels in front of Adela as if she were a queen.  “Your 
kisses are yours, but your tears belong to me.” She faints after this. 

Adela wakes up before dawn hoping this has been a hallucination from the drugs and 
alcohol, but lying next to her is Stephan’s mutilated body.  Without even thinking she 
drags it to the water’s edge where the ocean quickly claims it and then runs in a panic 
back to her dorm room.   And although when she arrives she is wearing nothing but 
Stephan’s shirt, Laura asks no questions from her, only offers comforting words and 
helps her to her bed, saying that she needs to rest.  When Adela finally falls asleep, 
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Laura proceeds to write in her diary and it is then that the reader realizes Laura is no 
innocent freshman. 

What follows after is a series of ridiculous incidents and the promise of a supernatural 
love story quickly begins to disintegrate, for the next day, and after suffering such a 
traumatic experience, Adela dresses in a mini skirt and a low cut top and goes on the 
prowl again looking for a new lover.  She will find him quickly but then again, the 
Drinker of Tears takes his head.  Enter the scene Agent Warden, a police detective with 
a most peculiar relationship with his mother. 

The Drinker of Tears is indeed a ghost, but not one who can walk thru walls.  He is of 
flesh and blood and owes his strange state of “half-dead” to a bargain made with a 
demon.  But he is not the only one.  The demon has made similar bargains with others 
in the area, including Puck, best friend and partner of the Drinker of Tears, who make a 
life in Carnwell by stealing and selling drugs. 

It is hard to connect with any of the characters, especially Adela, who after having two 
lovers lose their heads in two days only wonders why such bad luck follows her. 

The book is short and written in simple form, though at times Loriga jumps to the past 
without preambles, causing confusion. It is reminiscent of the early Stephen King 
novels, and will appeal to a young crowd such as those who follow the vampire sagas. 
(A second installment is already on the making).   Not for mature intelligent readers. 
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TITLE:   El códice del peregrino  (The Pilgrim’s Codex) 

AUTHOR:  José Luis Corral 

READER:  Eduardo de Lamadrid 

DATE: 3/2/12 

 

On July 7, 2011 church authorities in the Spanish city of Santiago de Compostela 
publicly confirmed that a priceless 12th century manuscript had been stolen from a safe 
in the cathedral vault. The Codex Calixtinus, which contains a kind of travel guide to 
the famous pilgrimage way of Santiago de Compostela in northern Spain, was missing 
from the cathedral’s archives. When the theft was discovered, the keys to the safe where 
the Codex was kept were still hanging in the lock. 

The illuminated Codex was apparently removed from the cathedral archives without 
forced entry and reported missing to police the following day. Church staff had spent 
hours looking for the manuscript before calling in local police. Dozens of police experts 
examined the cathedral for any evidence and reviewed video from five security 
cameras. Unfortunately, none of the video cameras was trained onto the area where the 
safe was kept. The cathedral dean said that only he and two other archivists had access 
to the manuscript and that none of the other documents and objects kept in the safe were 
removed. 

These real life events are the fertile grounds which form the basis and inspiration for El 
códice del peregrino, a historical thriller which imagines the unknown story behind the 
theft. The novel narrates the story of two Argentine lovers and partners, Diego and 
Patricia, who are hired by Jacques Roman, a mysterious French millionaire with ties to 
a Catholic secret society, to steal the Codex. Formerly art historians and now involved 
in the illicit commerce of works of arts of illegal provenance, this is their first foray as 
actual thieves. In spite of their initial trepidation, they agree to do the job because of the 
great amount of money involved (a million euros) and because extracting the Codex 
from its “secure” chamber appears to be incredibly simple. 

From the moment when they become involved in the affair, the Argentines suspect that 
the manuscript contains facts about the origins of the Catholic religion and the lineage 
of Jesus. After painstaking research and planning every detail in advance, they receive 
the key to the chamber from a mysterious contact known to them only as “the Pilgrim”. 
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They suspect the Pilgrim is a priest whose motives are not financial and this leads to 
further speculation about the reasons for the theft, since the manuscript is so well-
known it cannot be resold. Diego researches the origins of the Codex and Patricia delves 
into the Gospels to find more about Saint James the Elder, the patron saint of the 
Cathedral. 

In spite of the Codex’s economic and historical value, the Cathedral’s security 
arrangements are indeed minimal and Diego and Patricia carry out the job with little 
difficulty. Later, Jacques Roman reveals to them that the manuscript is much more than 
a guide for pilgrims. Hidden in its pages by a medieval technique is the Gospel of Saint 
James the Elder, one of Jesus’ favorite disciples. It reveals information about Jesus’ 
genealogy and the conflictive origins of Christianity which could destroy the faith of 
every Catholic with its contradictions of the Nicene creed: it denies the divinity of Jesus 
Christ, it denies the Holy Trinity and the Virginity of Mary and, as if that weren’t 
enough, claims that Mary is the mother of a line of men and women from the same 
bloodline as Jesus. 

To the secret Catholic society, Sodalitium Pianum and perhaps to the Vatican itself, this 
gospel is a harbinger of the Apocalypse and they will use all their money and power to 
destroy it definitively. 

So is the reader dealing with yet another of a list of historical thrillers that reveal the 
secret genealogy of Jesus, by means hidden codes in manuscripts and two protagonists, 
both amateurs, who by themselves discover truths which have mysteriously eluded the 
real specialists in these fields for centuries, and who unravel historical enigmas 
seemingly on demand? The answer is both yes and no. 

On one level, the author proposes to imitate the style of immensely popular thrillers of 
the genre, such as The Da Vinci Code and others, and incorporates their archetypal 
ingredients and characters into the narrative. Fortunately, this proposal is treated with a 
healthy dose of humor and in a certain measure as a gag. More than one passage in the 
novel avers that these stories of ecclesiastical conspiracies are no more than fodder for 
“light” bestsellers. 

On another level, after making clear what he wants to write and impart, the author has 
worked very hard to produce the best possible narrative with those characteristics. He 
has successfully created two interesting protagonists endowed with freedom of thought 
and action, and the intrigue which he has woven around the real events will propel the 
reader to continue on from the very start. He has managed to make the twists and turns 
of the plot unpredictable and the revelations seem credible. For example, the 
documentation about the Gospel personages is so rigorous as to give the protagonists’ 
discoveries some basis-in-fact. 
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Also well-documented is the information about the Pilgrimage to Santiago de 
Compostela and its attendant legends, the historical background, and the Codex itself 
that the author provides and narrates in uncomplicated language, making it very 
accessible to many readers. However, making Diego and Patricia the vehicles for 
divulging the information renders the dialogues somewhat implausible. If the 
protagonists at times seem superhuman, it is because their dialogue often devolves into 
long discourses and historical exposition. Patricia seems most guilty in this respect, as 
she discourses about the genealogy of Jesus with information she has miraculously 
found in a few minutes. She discovers the secret the Codex harbors on her own, without 
knowing the subject of said secret. She talks about complicated subjects with the easy 
erudition of a professor, and since the author is himself a professor of medieval history, 
it makes his intervention in the text more transparent. These are the most salient 
shortcomings of the novel, although in all fairness, they may form part of the author’s 
satirical take on the historical thriller. 

In deference to the thriller genre, the novel includes a police procedural secondary plot 
which is also rendered plausibly. We can imagine the members of the police corps 
behaving as they do, given the little they have to act on. And it as so happened in real 
life, the author takes the opportunity to denounce the little interest shown in culture by 
Spaniards and the lax security that prevails in the realm of their cultural patrimony. 

Another secondary plot, the love between the protagonists, plays an important role. 
Patricia has doubts about continuing their illegal activities and yearns for a normal life. 
Diego, on the other hand, loves money and will continue to do what he does best as long 
as he can. The novel is replete with the couple’s discussions of the issue, emotional 
moments and reconciliations, which give it that “human” touch necessary to somewhat 
counteract the waves of information which threaten to overwhelm the reader. 

In short, the story as told is entertaining and provides a convincing vision of what the 
theft may have been like, drawing on news accounts about the events and 
circumstances, and the ensuing police investigations. There is enough suspense and 
topicality to make this novel suitable for translation into English. 
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TITLE: El faro de la mujer ausente [The Lighthouse of the Absent Woman] 

AUTHOR: David Fernández Sifres 

READER: Patricia Figueroa 

DATE: March 1, 2012 

 

 

El faro de la mujer ausente is a novel targeted to a young adult audience. It’s the story 
of Hugo, an unadventurous 16-year-old from Spain who, after winning a contest, gets 
to spend a summer studying French in Bellemer, Normandy. There he is joined by four 
other contest winners from various Western European countries. Soon after his arrival 
in Bellemer, Hugo experiences a mysterious and terrifying encounter near a lighthouse 
that will haunt him for the rest of his life. 

David Fernández Sifres presents a well-crafted tale that jumps from the main 
character's life as an adult, to his adolescence and even further back, to the cruel 
reality of World War II in a small seaside village. He cleverly weaves two story lines in 
one location – the coming of age of five young adults and the secrets generated by a 
small community during wartime. The emotional ravages caused by an armed struggle 
in a tight network of average citizens are as psychologically puzzling as the rite of 
passage of a normal adolescent. Through his characters the author studies the process 
of maturity of the adolescent mind and presents it as a crucial moment in the life of an 
individual. It is a period that can mark a person's life forever, particularly when troubles 
are left unsolved. 

Death is an unavoidable concept and experience that the characters confront and try to 
cope with. The unnatural violent death of a mysterious woman from the past and the 
premature death of a good friend both yield feelings of fear, sadness and impotence. 
Fernández Sifres portrays moments of crisis with great sensitivity. Adolescence is a 
period of turmoil and grief proves to be an important passage into adulthood for some 
characters of the story. 

Young readers will relate to the universal nature of the activities, reactions and 
concerns of this multicultural group of adolescents. Hugo and his four friends 
communicate in a simple language but share some deeply meaningful new emotions. 
The characters express feelings that all readers will understand, regardless of age or 
background -- fear, love, self-doubt and anger. 
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The text is narrated in the first person by Hugo and the author's descriptions and 
analogies are canny and creative. The sentence structure is simple and could easily be 
translated into English. 

While one may classify El faro de la mujer ausente as a classic mystery novel for 
young adults, much like Enid Blyton's Mystery series, the story conveys a hidden 
antiwar message that is not typically present in this genre. Fernández Sifres skillfully 
borrows elements from romantic, detective and historical novels but ultimately centers 
on solving a well-kept, war-time secret and illustrating the psychological development 
of a set of individuals, who despite traditionally assigned stereotypes, prove to have 
much in common. 

It is through the use of stereotypes that the author attends to break prejudice, ultimately 
confronting history and nationalism. One example is the constant quarrel between 
Franz, a German, and Henry, a British national. The two young men initially judge one 
another based on negative preconceptions of national character, only to find they are 
more similar than they anticipated. 

The story insinuates more than it directly delivers but this adds a welcome layer of 
complexity to the plot. Likewise, antiwar sentiments are carefully transmitted in a 
subtext that a young audience can easily grasp. 

Fernández Sifres is the recipient of multiple literary awards for poetry and short story 
writing. He describes Blyton and Carlos Ruiz Zafón as influencial in his work. El faro de 
la mujer ausente is his first young adult novel and won Spain's prestigious Alandar 
Prize for young adult literature in 2011. 

Young readers will be engaged by Fernández Sifres's clean, suspenseful and 
emotional writing style. The book is best suited for readers in their mid- to late-teens. 
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TITLE:  El imperio eres tú 

AUTHOR:  Javier Moro 

READER:  Hortensia Calvo 

DATE:  2 de marzo de 2012 

 

 

El imperio eres tú is the seventh book written by Spanish novelist Javier 
Moro, with which he won the prestigious (though controversial) Planeta Prize for best 
novel in 2011.  The book is a fictionalized biography of Emperor Pedro I of Brazil 
(1798-1834), founder and first ruler of the Empire of Brazil.  Though long (548 pages, 
excluding acknowledgements and a bibliography at the end), the novel is very 
entertaining yet substantive, well-written, proceeds at a good pace, and is never dull.  I 
highly recommend this novel for translation to English for the reasons outlined below. 

The novel begins with a two-page vignette of the first contact between 
Europeans and native Americans in the territory of what was to become Brazil.  This 
vignette is a kind of prologue depicting an originary moment of cultural encounter as 
Portuguese Admiral Pedro Alvares Cabral and his men accidentally land on unknown 
shores.  It is in this way that some of the key elements developed in the narrative are 
announced:  chance circumstances leading to portentous moments, the strangeness of 
European customs and values transplanted onto foreign shores, the harsh consequences 
of authoritarian rule, and human beings catapulted into historically transcendent 
moments despite very human frailties.  For example, when Cabral, dressed in full 
uniform, prepares to meet with the Tupi Indians, he realizes uncomfortably that the 
trappings of his power—his gold collar, throne-like chair, luxurious rug at his feet, and 
authoritative demeanor—do not arouse the least amount of attention, let alone respect, 
among the Tupi.  The moment augurs one of the central elements of the story that 
follows, namely, the degree to which Old World institutions and traditions of power can 
be applied to the realities of the New World. 

The novel is divided into nine parts, with a prologue mentioned above and an 
epilogue.  The story is set largely in Rio de Janeiro, where King João VI of Portugal has 
fled in exile with his family and the entire royal court after French troops commanded 
by Napoleon invade his kingdom.  Part 1 introduces the future Emperor Pedro, the 
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second son and heir of João VI, in 1816 as a young man.  The product of a hostile 
marriage between a weak-willed, suspicious but benevolent father and a mean-spirited, 
ambitious and distant mother, Pedro was neglected by his parents and raised with little 
structure or restraint.  At age 18 when the novel begins, Pedro, far removed from 
political affairs by his father, is depicted as an outdoorsman and a prankster with a wild 
streak, a young man with a spotty formal education more adept at physical activity such 
as horseback riding and carpentry than intellectual pursuits.  At a young age he is 
irreverent, uncouth, and already known for his considerable sexual appetite, a 
characteristic that will follow him throughout his life.  He takes up with a local French 
ballerina, Noemí, even as his marriage to María Leopoldina Archduchess of Austria, is 
plotted. Part 2 is devoted to Leopoldina who progressively emerges as one of the more 
sympathetic characters in the novel.  We see her initially as a young woman in Austria, 
with a strong moral and intellectual bent, and dreams of living in the American 
continent in the exotic natural setting she had read about in her beloved science books.  
As was customary at the time for the nobility, this was an arranged marriage, the 
product of political alliances and not necessarily of love. With the transition towards a 
constitutional monarchy in Portugal, King John returns and leaves his son to assume his 
place as Regent in Brazil.  Subsequent chapters lead the reader through the complex 
political processes of Pedro’s role in Brazilian independence, the consolidation of his 
power as a Liberal emperor and his struggle to reconcile his authoritarian leanings with 
the progressive ideology he espouses. The novel also delves into the effects of Brazil’s 
independence on Portugal as well as the outright hostile personal and political 
relationship between João and Carlota.  It traces Pedro’s political and personal decline 
as nationalists increasingly demand the elimination of any trace of Portuguese presence 
within the structures of power in the former colony.  This forces the Portuguese-born 
Pedro to abdicate in 1831 in favor of his son, Pedro II, and to leave Brazil forever.  We 
last see former Emperor Pedro, now Duke of Braganza, engaged in international 
diplomacy and, finally, in battle to ultimately wrest Portugal from the hands of his 
treacherous half-brother Miguel, to install his daughter María da Glória as Empress and 
himself as Regent. He finally succumbs to tuberculosis and dies in 1834 at age 35. 

As political leader, Pedro is depicted in all of his contradictions:  in turn as a 
Liberal idealist, a schemer, a victim of treason, a despot.  Indeed, the title of the novel, 
which in English would be The Empire Is You, suggests a play on the famous words of 
Louis XIV, that most absolutist of kings:  “L’état cést moi or I am the State.”  Pedro, by 
contrast, reigned within the much more circumscribed context of a parliamentary 
constitutional monarchy.  A large part of the tension in the novel derives from this 
conflict between the Liberal philosophies he espoused and his absolutist tendencies. 

 Closely intertwined with this story of political upheaval and intrigue are the 
personal trajectories of Pedro and his closest family members, particularly his father 
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João, his mother Carlota, his wives Leopoldina and Amelia, and mistresses Noemí and 
Domitila.  We witness the young married Pedro’s adulterous relationship with Domitila, 
a mestiza commoner, whom he progressively and brazenly installs publicly as a Lady-
in-Waiting to his first wife Leopoldina.  We follow Leopoldina and her sense of moral 
duty to remain by her philandering husband’s side in an inhospitable climate surrounded 
by palace intrigue.  She ultimately dies of a broken heart.   The novel also depicts Pedro 
as a loving and caring father, even with the six illegitimate children born to him by 
Domitila. 

As can be gleaned from the summary sketched out above, the novel is packed 
with a multitude of characters and events, spanning some 30 years.  I found a nice 
balance between the narration of political affairs and that of personal lives.  Both are 
given equal time, and while the story dwells on a few specific scenes, the amount of 
detail is never overwhelming and the action and scenes proceed at a good clip.  The 
author never loses the reader with useless detail, but rather gives just enough to 
appreciate the social or political backdrop behind the personal stories. It is well-
researched and documented, as indicated by the bibliography listed at the end, which 
includes key works of Brazilian history and culture.  It is a straight-up 
historical/biographical novel, and in this regard the treatment of the subject matter—the 
life of Emperor Pedro I of Brazil-- is not particularly original or unique.  The style and 
language are clear, not at all convoluted, and do not get in the way of the plot.  The 
literary technique and treatment of time are also very straightforward:  the plot basically 
proceeds in chronological order with several flashbacks intertwined.  The realistic 
treatment of the narrative only serves to enhance the truly extraordinary nature of the 
story itself, which is rightly left to stand on its own. There are no literary fireworks 
needed.  This is a story of the founding of the modern nation of Brazil, an epic saga 
stranger than fiction.  For the first time in history, a colony becomes the seat of a 
colonial empire, and a monarch ultimately secures independence guided by Liberal 
philosophies of the time.  Moreover, the cast of real-life characters could easily have 
been fictional inventions themselves:  João IV, an exiled monarch who rarely bathed, 
except when submerged in a sieve-like bathtub suspended in the ocean, suspicious of 
his own heir to the point of excluding him from political life; his adulterous wife 
Carlota, who neglected most of her own children, was accused twice of murder, and 
ultimately plotted against and usurped the throne from her own husband. And then there 
is Pedro himself, who grew up without parental supervision and few restraints, physical 
or otherwise, and enjoyed traveling in public with his wife and mistress in tow. 

This novel would carry over well in English with an educated, general U.S. 
readership.  Mr. Moro is a Spaniard writing about Brazil; he is a foreigner writing in 
Spanish about a Portuguese-speaking country.  As such, he is better able to translate the 
reality he is narrating for a broader audience than a native.  He does not take for granted 
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that the reader is familiar with the period, the country or the language.  For example, he 
is careful to explain that carioca is the term to denote a person from Río de Janeiro.  
There are many instances of this kind of cultural translation that unobtrusively provide 
cultural and historical context for a general reader.  The novel deals with a fascinating 
historical period, one of momentous change in the Americas as well as in Europe as the 
old regime crumbles and new political movements take root.  Brazil’s transformation 
into a modern nation, its independence from Europe, was unique within the Americas. 
From a comparative perspective with the United States, I would think this very different 
story of how democratic institutions developed would be very compelling.  It would be 
of great interest to a general, non-Latin U.S. audience and also to a growing English-
speaking Latino population, whether of Brazilian descent or not.  Finally, Brazil is fast 
emerging as a leading economy in the world, a fact that has surely sparked increased 
interest in its history and culture. 
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TITLE: El Rastro del Odio 

AUTHOR: Jordi Sierra i Fabra 

READER: Milly C. Lugo 

DATE: February 24, 2012 

 

Jordi Sierra i Fabra’s fast-paced murder mystery is full of colorful characters, such as 
Nestor Serradell, the feisty, intuitive, reporter who adroitly and with a few violent 
encounters, is able to solve the crime.  Nestor is the driving force of a plot that contains 
enough twists and turns to keep the reader interested and looking forward to his further 
discoveries. 

The story revolves around the murder of an elderly man at the mediocre senior home, 
Residencia Aurora.  A bit peculiar, as residents here tend to die of natural causes and, at 
the scene, there appears to be no visible motive for the murder. It is our protagonist, 
Nestor, the one who finds the body when he visits the deceased in response to a 
telephone call from him the previous day. 

The reader slowly begins to discover many unusual details about the victim, Juan 
Barcenas, a retired and wealthy businessman from Barcelona.  First, Barcenas checked 
himself in the home the previous day of his murder.  Second, he was wealthy enough to 
have the best of care at his luxurious residence instead of this second rate senior home. 
Lastly, Barcenas did not appear to be in need of hospice care, as he had full use of his 
faculties, was able to fend for himself, and was in good health…that is, until the 
unfortunate incident of his murder. 

The story takes place in Barcelona, from its business and residential sectors to the 
hidden nooks where corruption reigns.  There is a plot within the plot, as we find things 
about Residencia Aurora that have nothing to do with senior care or Barcenas murder, 
but adds piquancy to the narrative. 

El Rastro del Odio is a good candidate for translation.  It definitely has mass appeal. 
The author’s style is relaxed and sentences seem to flow seamlessly as the story 
unravels.  Fabra’s book invites the reader to witness the story, as much as read about it. 
The final resolution of the crime makes sense and is plausible. 
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TITLE: El Sueño de Lu Shzu 

AUTHOR:  Ricardo Gomez 

READER:  Isabel Delgadillo-Romo 

DATE:  3/4/12 

 

 

This is the sad tale of a cloth doll belonging to a factory worker.  The doll is plain and 
even called ugly, but has a tragic story to tell of how she came to be.  She was made for 
a doll factory worker girl, by her grandmother, as a gift to quell the girl’s desire to have 
a doll of her own.  The factory worker girl, referred to as a dagonmei, is found out for 
stealing doll parts to make her own doll and much to her dismay is fired.  Overall, the 
storyline and themes presented would be too mature for young audiences.  Though it 
may interest older children, ages 9 and up as they begin to learn about the world and 
conditions such as poverty.  The book would translate well, the illustrations and text 
placement, do help with the understanding of the mood of the book, often times being 
dark and complicated. 
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TITLE: El Vampir Ladislau 

AUTHOR: Enric Lluch & Fernando Falcone 

READER: Susan Cunningham  

DATE: 3/5/12 

 

 

El Vampir Ladislau is not recommended for publication in the United States for the following 

reasons.  The subject matter and storyline are very dark, and the illustrations are disturbing and 

scary.  In the United States it is common for children’s books to impart a lesson or moral of the 

story. Commonly the protagonist faces a challenge and overcomes it, learning important values in 

the process. In El Vampir Ladislau the challenge is that the vampire’s fangs are dull, and he 

cannot feed. This is not a story line with which American children can identify.  Furthermore, a 

vampire attacking people is a bad thing, so if his fangs are dull that is not necessarily a problem 

but more a solution to people being hurt. 

In addition there are several situations in the book that would not be appropriate or understood in 

the American market.  The first is when the vampire curses under his breath on the very first page 

of the story. A reference to curse words or “bad” words is simply not done in children’s books.  On 

the second page of the story there is a reference to him landing in the “Plaza Mayor”.  In the U.S. 

most towns or cities don’t have a main square, or town square anymore, so this is confusing.  The 

vampire is also searching for a “dentist de guardia” or dentist on call, and this also doesn’t really 

exist in the U.S. If someone has a dental emergency they call their regular dentist and usually 

have to wait until normal business hours to see them. On the third page of the story the vampire 

speaks to a man coming out of a bar. References to bars are not made in children’s books. 

On the fourth page of the story the vampire in bat form attempts to attack a boy on a scooter.  

This is a disturbing image for a 7 to 9 year old, which would be the age group for whom this book 

would be published. Another minor point is that there are several references to television 

antennae as obstacles to the vampire’s flight.  This is confusing in the U.S. as television antennae 

have long been replaced by satellite dishes. 

The story concludes with an implausible twist of events, when a film director appears at the 

vampire’s door looking for a vampire to star in his movie. How does he know vampires exist and 

where one lives? Then when the vampire is attacking the star of the movie but can only tickle her 
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with his dull fangs, the star erupts in laughter and the film director storms off in a rage.  But isn’t 

this good that the star is not attacked by the vampire? Did the star and the film director want the 

vampire really to hurt or kill her? 

The “humor” is inappropriate for children, and they just won’t get it. The “problem” in this situation 

is really not a problem, as no one gets hurt, so why does the director get mad? The mixed 

messages of right and wrong in this story would be confusing for American children. 

In short, I do not recommend this book for publication in the U.S. market as the story line is dark 

and gives mixed messages of right and wrong that would be confusing for American children.  

There are several culturally inappropriate references throughout the story that would not make 

sense or would be offensive in the U.S. market. 
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TITLE: FIN 

AUTHOR: DAVID MONTEAGUDO 

READER: MILLY C. LUGO 

DATE: February 17, 2012 

 

Fin is the story of a group of friends who, now in their middle age, unenthusiastically 
decide to meet after many years without seeing each other.  The meeting is to be held on 
the same calendar date when, during their youth, they played a mischievous prank to 
one of the members of the group nicknamed the ‘Prophet’. Despite individual 
misgivings, they all decide to attend the reunion. 

The locale of the reunion is the same isolated place where as young men and women 
they use to meet.  One of the members of the group spearheaded the calling and inviting, 
leading the reader and the characters to think that she was the originator of the idea. 
Everyone arrives at the designated place, except the Prophet.  Speculations regarding his 
absence become a topic of discussion creating increasing tension and frustration among 
the friends. 

David Monteagudo’s opening chapter introduces the first members of the group, thus it 
is titled with their names. Subsequent chapters follow the same heading style making it 
easier for the reader to refer back to a specific chapter in the event of character 
obfuscation. 

As the story unfolds, Agatha Christie’s murder mystery And Then There Were None 
resonated in the back of my mind except that in Fin people disappear they do not die. 
The ‘corpus delicti’ rule reigns, followed by an increasing feeling of impending 
apocalypses.  This change in theme reminds us of Tim Lehave’s Left Behind story line, 
without the religious undertones. 

Monteagudo’s writing style resembles a movie script.  He tends to write in a rhythmic 
staccato cadence; I felt like I was viewing the story, rather than reading it. 

The subject matter in Fin may intrigue USA readers, as there is both a mystery (which 
is solved) and a conundrum regarding the future existence of mankind (which is left to 
the reader to unravel). 
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Monteagudo’s arrival in the literary scene did not happen until he was in his forties, the 
same average age of the majority of the characters in this book.  Do we tend to ponder 
more on the fragility of existence, as we grow older?  Fin is a book that would elicit 
formidable discussions and debates on the subject. 

Monteagudo also presents us with the psychological impact produced by the reality of 
human extinction; where our emotions play against our reason.  Where interpersonal 
relationships gradually deteriorate and guilt, frustration, fears, insecurity, and envy may 
take hold of our life before the eventual end.  Fin is a book worth reading more for its 
existential perspective than for entertainment purposes. 
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TITLE: La Noche Feroz 

AUTHOR: Ricardo Menéndez Salmón 

READER: Sean Knowlton 

DATE: 2 March 2012 

 

Ricardo Menéndez Salmón’s La Noche Feroz is, at once, a straightforward, dramatic 
short novel detailing the aftermath of a brutal murderous assault and, at the same time, a 
measured examination of the darker side of human nature. As the title literally states, 
the events occur over the course of one cold November night in a rural Spanish village 
in 1936. This “fierce night” also serves as a metaphor for the grim nature of human 
existence and its tragic end. 
 
Although the plot device is well defined and clear – a manhunt led by a zealous priest in 
search of the murderer(s) of a young, local girl – the real intent of the author, to this 
reader, is to use the events as allegory for the darkness of human nature on a larger 
scale. The author explores the shortcomings of his characters: their violence, cruelty, 
ignorance, isolation, fear, and fury as a condition of their time and place in history but, 
more so, as universal human conditions. The novel’s plot makes the ill-fated outcome of 
the manhunt clear early; yet, the story is original enough to be more than a simple 
murder mystery. 
 
To serve this purpose, the novel moves at a deliberate, often poetic, pace. The style of 
writing is precise and descriptive, often to florid excess. The author carefully chooses 
his words in presenting characters and their particular situations. Yet, when they do 
speak, the characters employ an economy of plausible dialogue that, nonetheless, speaks 
volumes about their hidden desires and fears. The lean one hundred or so pages of this 
novel are arrested by the unhurried and charged narrative imagery that invites a more 
careful reading or re-reading. In spite of this, the author is careful to only suggest the 
root causes of his characters’ flaws, leaving the reader to imagine on her own the “fierce 
night” of each character’s essence. To this reader, however, the lack of a clearly 
expressed motive behind the murderer’s actions left the story wanting. 
 
Although the novel is set during the beginning of the Spanish Civil War, this fact is 
essentially secondary to the story. True, it does provide a fittingly dark background in 
which to explore the gloomy, tragic events that occur in the village. In my opinion, 
many readers in the United States will be generally unaware of the details surrounding 
the political and social issues of 1936 in Spain as it entered Civil War. I, myself, confess 
my knowledge of the Spanish Civil War to be minimal. Thankfully, I believe that 
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Guillermo del Toro has done this author a great favor by introducing American 
audiences to the time period and general locale through his 2006 Oscar-award winning 
film Pan’s Labyrinth (El Laberinto del fauno). Although the storyline is completely 
different and transpires in Aragón not Asturias, this film can provide an American 
audience, as it has for me, with a basic, necessary visual background: a difficult, hungry 
existence in a rural, mountainous Spain filled with brutal, unforgiving, and suspicious 
characters. Like in El laberinto del fauno, evil is an ever-present theme. Furthermore, 
the plotline, coupled with the extreme isolation of this fictional Asturian village 
(Promenadia) requires little to no historical knowledge from the reader. The fact that the 
rural town people are poorly educated, deeply religious, and suspicious of outsiders is 
enough, in my opinion, to sufficiently set the scene. 
 
I believe this novel to be suitable for translation, primarily due to subject matter that 
explores the universal theme of the darkness of human nature. It is a common theme in 
literature and film, true, but one that this author treats in an original way, worthy of 
reflecting upon here in this novel. 
 
Fierce Night is a title that is concise, powerful, and demands attention. Still, care should 
be taken not to represent it as a horror novel to avoid, at first glance, association with 
Fright Night, a 1985 horror movie recently remade poorly in 3D in 2011. 
 
Ricardo Menéndez Salmón is an award-winning young Spanish writer who has been 
translated into several European languages. La noche feroz won the Literary Short 
Novel Casino de Mieres Prize (Premio de Novela Casino de Mieres) in 2006. He has 
published the following works: 
 
La filosofía en invierno, KRK Ediciones, Oviedo, 1999 (re-published in 2007); 
Panóptico, KRK Ediciones, Oviedo, 2001; 
Los arrebatados, Ediciones Trea, Gijón, 2003; 
La noche feroz, KRK Ediciones, Oviedo, 2006 (republished in 2011 by Seix Barral); 
La ofensa, Seix Barral, Barcelona, 2007; 
Derrumbe, Seix Barral, Barcelona, 2008; 
El corrector, Seix Barral, Barcelona, 2009; and  
La luz es más antigua que el amor, Seix Barral, Barcelona, 2010. 
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TITLE: La noche más oscura 

AUTHOR: Ana Alcolea 

READER: Angelica Cofre 

DATE: 3/5/2012 

 

 

Summary: Valeria, a fifteen year old girl of Chinese origin lives with her mother 
Mercedes in Zaragoza, Spain.  Mercedes is a busy single parent, who works as a 
therapist in a hospital.  Valeria was adopted when she was two, and has no memory of 
her birthmother.  She suffers from hydrophobia which her mother tries to cure her from 
by enrolling her in swimming classes from an early age.  Other than this Valeria seems 
to be a well adapted and loved child. 

 Mercedes likes to arrange for unusual vacations and surprise Valeria.  As a gift 
for the 15th birthday she gives Valeria a trip to an abandoned lighthouse of the coast of 
Norway. The action moves quickly to Norway, to the lighthouse, where we are 
introduced to its caretakers, Lars Nielsen and his 17 year old son William, who descend 
from a lineage of lighthouse keeper. They live in a house in the coast across from the 
lighthouse. Lars father and grandfather were the last lighthouse keepers to live in it.   
William’s mother died after a long illness a year ago and they seem to lead a solitary 
life. Mercedes and Valeria’s stay gives them an opportunity to be more social. They eat 
dinners together and Valeria and William develop an attraction for each other. 

In her dreams Valeria meets an old man, who introduces himself as Erland 
Nielsen, Williams’s grandfather. He had been a sailor and traveled to China before he 
settled down in Kjeungskjaer as its lighthouse keeper.  He also acknowledges he is a 
ghost. There are eight chapters in the book dedicated to Valeria’s dreams and the 
development of a second plot that runs parallel to her and her mother’s stay at the 
lighthouse. 

In these dreams Erland Nielsen narrates the story of a Russian aristocrat, 
Lieutenant Nicolai Dubrowski taken prisoner by the German Army in 1941. Dubrowski, 
together with other 195 prisoners were taken to Norway to build an airport which would 
help the Nazis with the occupation of Great Britain. In successive nights Erland will tell 
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the story of Dubrowski and his involvement with him when he substituted his uncle as a 
photographer in a Nazi project.  Dubrowksi manages to pass a message to Erland in 
which he asks for help in communicating with the Russian army.  Erland, together with 
his father and the local doctor build a radio.  The Russian army sends a message and a 
rescuing plan is put in place.  They succeed in hiding Lieutenant Dubrowski and he 
escapes.  Dr. Carlsen is found out and executed. Erland and his father hide the radio so 
that it is not incriminating evidence. 

Valeria and Lars who are romantically involved at this point find the radio, 
following the directions Erland gives Valeria in a dream. The title of the novel The 
Darkest Night corresponds with that of the radio message Dr. Carlsen sent to the 
Russians. Valeria understands that her aversion to water started when her birthmother 
drowned while trying to escape from China. The end of the novel coincides with the end 
Valeria’s and Mercedes vacation and their return home. 

 

Structure:  There are two main plotlines which take place in different space/time.  One 
of them is Valeria’s and her mother’s vacation trip to Norway and their relationship 
with William and Lars Erland. This narration here is straightforward, clear, with well 
built dialogues that make the relationships between the different characters plausible.  
The second plot which in my opinion is the strongest is the story of Lieutenant 
Dobrowski. This story is delivered to us through the literary device of Valeria’s dreams. 
There are eight of them, and the plot moves with the delivery of the information that is 
given to her and us readers, through them.  How he came to be rescued, what the role of 
the local population was, who cooperated with the Nazis and who helped the Resistance. 

 

 We are presented with a variety of themes: adoption, phobias, the coming of age 
of a young girl, adolescent love, the role of a community in the face of a major injustice, 
collective memory, but with out a clear hierarchy of importance between them.  As a 
result of this the impact of some of its storylines is somewhat diminished. 

 

The major problem with this novel in my opinion does not lie in the blending of 
facts and fiction, reality and dreams.  Nor does in lie in that the two main plotlines 
happen in different historical times, sometimes intersecting. Such a literary construe has 
been successfully used by authors like Carlos Ruiz Zafon (El principe de la Niebla). The 
problem seems to me to be that the interplay between both plotlines is not always 
smooth.  Rather than using the first voice narrator consistently, the narrative switches 
periodically from it to an omniscient third person narrator that informs us through the 
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heading of each chapter where we are in the story.  As a result of this the narrative is not 
only interrupted constantly, but the opportunity of revealing the characters interiority 
with depth is wasted, be it Valeria, Mercedes, William or Lars. The point of view also 
seems diffuse. Is it Valeria’s, her mother’s or Erland? 

 

  Despite some of the flaws in the structure of this novel which I have mentioned, 
it deals with topics which are universal enough as to be of interest in the US to a young 
adult audience.  Valeria’s coming of age journey, a journey to a geographical place as 
well as to a place inside her will appeal to readers of this age group. Orphans, adopted 
children who travel to the past in order to understand themselves better, is a popular 
subject in literature (Harry Potter, Hugo Cabret).  The elements of adventure, discovery, 
resistance,  which are present through the World War II story would appeal to young 
readers interested in books such as Children of Freedom by Marc Levy and The 
Resistance in Europe by Kurt Zentner. Though not a particularly original idea, the 
exoticism of the location makes it different from other novels of this genre. The writing 
itself, despite some use of Spanish colloquialisms (vale) would be suitable for 
translation. 

 

La Noche más oscura was the recipient of the VIII Premio Anaya de Literatura Infantil 
y Juvenil.  Other novels by Ana Alcolea are El medallon perdido, El retrato de Carlota, 
Donde aprenden a volar las gaviotas and El bosque de los árboles muertos all of them 
published by Anaya and suitable for young adults. 
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TITLE: La Prueba del Ácido 

AUTHOR: Elmer Mendoza 

READER: Jorge A. Romero 

DATE: February 25, 2012 

 

In the novel La Prueba del Ácido, Elmer Mendoza follows the struggles and persistence 
of Edgar “el Zurdo” Mendieta, a police officer, as he solves the murder of a table dancer, 
Mayra Cabral de Melo.  When she is found dead, with a 9 mm bullet in her head, and a 
mutilated breast, the only clues Mendieta has are the testimony of the warehouse 
watchman (who saw only the shadow of the man and a dark car leaving the scene), and 
the tire tracks left behind by the killer. 

Although many books have been written using a similar storyline, (Narcos, corruption 
and murders are common in many areas of México), Mr. Mendoza’s creativity in 
interweaving several suspects in the murder of Mayra make this an entertaining, 
gripping read. 

This novel also has a strong appeal because it tells the story, through social narrative, of 
an entire country. In Mexico, unfortunately, violence and drugs have become part of 
everyday life. With La Prueba del Ácido, the author tells a story of real events and 
problems that occur on a daily basis in Sinaloa and many other parts of Mexico. 

In my opinion, one of the key components that makes this novel suitable for translation 
is the way in which the author has taken the personalities, culture and characteristics of 
real people to make his story a true representation of the current situation. Readers will 
find many similarities between the police officers, politicians, and traffickers portrayed 
in the book, and those they have encountered in their own lives. The book describes 
very vividly how violent, impulsive, and arrogant both traffickers and politicians can be. 
It describes the violence in Mexico as we hear it in the news or from relatives living 
back home. At the same time, it also shows the caring and human side of people in all 
levels of society, including some drug traffickers. I believe the subject-matter Mr. 
Mendoza has chosen makes this book a solid candidate for translation, publishing, and 
sale in the U.S. market. 
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The writing style may be hard to follow for some readers. As he mentioned in his 
presentation at CASAMERICA in early 2011, Mr. Mendoza uses the popular language 
of Mexico, which is unusual in Mexican literature. This could be good or bad, 
depending on how one looks at it. The positive aspect of the language in this book is 
that it may be able to reach a broader audience. The negative aspect is the non-
traditional “stream of consciousness” style that many people may not be used to reading. 
However, I enjoyed exploring a writing style I am not accustomed to. I struggled at the 
beginning, but after a few pages, I had to force myself to put the book down in order to 
go about my daily responsibilities. 

As in his other books, the author’s life experiences growing up in Sinaloa shape the 
narrative, storyline, and ideas that he combines to create this intricate, intriguing, and 
relevant social novel.  His theme in this and his other novels is also a growing literary 
theme in the U.S. One thing that makes La Prueba del Ácido a good candidate for 
translation is Mr. Mendoza’s unique writing style and his creativity in combining a 
complex social commentary with his own life experiences. 

I do believe that using everyday language will be a great asset in publishing the book in 
the United States. This will appeal to a broader audience.  His books have also been 
well-received in other countries, such as Germany and Italy, where they have been 
translated into their respective languages. 

Overall, I enjoyed Elmer Mendoza’s La Prueba del Ácido, and just as other readers, I 
want to read more stories about Edgar “El Zurdo” Mendieta. After all, we all need a 
hero who will give us hope for a better life, and will do anything he can to minimize the 
impact that violence, drug trafficking and government corruption have on a country and 
its people. 
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TITLE: Las recetas favoritas de Martín Berasategui 

AUTHOR: Martín Berasategui 

READER: Michael Martin Neal 

DATE: 02/29/2012 

 

 

This recipe book introduces us to a simple and popular family cooking 

of fresh ingredients affordable to anyone. They are flawless recipes that, 

the author says, come out great, time after time. 

This book emphasizes not only in quality fresh ingredients but also in 

accessible ingredients to every one as seen in the soup, vegetable, and 

bean recipes. 

The recipes are meant for 4 persons, and one should add proportionally 

the quantity of ingredients when cooking for more people. 

The recipes use few ingredients, resulting in fast cooking and an easy-

to-read recipe book. Berasategui shows how to make healthy and 

appetizing dishes to everyone's taste without spending hours in the 

kitchen. Most of the ingredients are accessible and affordable to almost 

everyone, making these recipes even more attractive. 

The dishes, while easy to make, look more sophisticated than they are, 

and that’s what makes a good cuisine. 

The recipes can be perfectly adapted to the cuisines of other countries. 

White fish can be substituted for other fish and meat for other types of 

meat. 

Olive oil is the choice of oil used in the dishes, but other types of oils 

can be used as well as butter if the recipe requires it. Everything 

depends on the taste of the person. 
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Every recipe has a tip to enhance the flavour. There are also the 

Presentation and Finishing Touches, very useful to make the final 

product more attractive before serving. 

After the preface of Martín Berasategui, the book offers the following 

sections: 

1. First dishes 

2. Fish and seafood 

3. Meats, poultry and variety meats 

4. Desserts 

And at the end of the book there is an alphabetical index: 

1. Rice and pasta 

2. Vegetables and beans 

3. Fish, seafood and shellfish 

4. Meats, poultry, and variety meats 

5. Fruits and desserts 

 

First dishes: Here we find recipes for soups, vegetables, salads, pastas, 

etc. This section has many dishes for cooked vegetables and beans. It 

also has various pasta recipes that are very easy and, above all, 

affordable. The soups and creams are also very easy to make with few 

ingredients. 

All the recipes come with pictures that show the recipe step-by-step, 

which is very important for those whom are not familiar with cooking 

and want to start. 

Second dishes: This section contains recipes of the main course: meat, 

fish poultry, and seafood. Like in the first dishes, the author offers last  

minute tricks to enhance the presentation of the dish, and adds a small 

finishing touch. 
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This book is about the traditional Spanish cooking but there are some 

recipes inspired in international flavours like the Asian cuisine. In some 

dishes the recipes contain ingredients uncommon in American cooking 

such as cow or veal tongue, boar or rabbit. These last two meats can be 

substituted for pork or chicken without risking the recipe's original 

taste. 

Fish: In Spain there is a variety of white fish, like gilt-head bream, hake, 

sea bream, etc. which are not very common in United States. 

Nonetheless, the recipes are completely adaptable using a different type 

of white fish like cod fish, sea bass, snapper, grouper, etc. 

This is the case for seafood as well; the author's recipes are 100% 

adaptable. 

The desserts consist of a base of fresh fruit with very healthy and light 

ingredients. Berasategui uses little sugar and cream, which makes the 

desserts easily digestible and of few calories. 

If you look closely, the portions presented are small compared to 

American portions. This is a general complaint made recently by 

American chefs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

This is a perfect book for adults and young adults that want to start 

cooking. 

The translation into English should be simple. The only thing that the 

translator should pay special attention is to the weight and volume 

measurements used. Europeans use grams and liters while Americans 

use pounds and quarts. 

This is a recipe book adaptable to any cuisine in the world with 

ingredients known throughout the world. 

It is well written and easy to follow up the recipe step by step. 

You couldn’t ask for more in a cook book. 
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TITLE:  Leonís 

AUTHOR: Cesar Mallorquí 

READER:  Eduardo de Lamadrid 

DATE: 3/2/12 

 

 

The first thing the prospective reader notices when opening this novel is the beautiful 
edition itself. It is full of black and white illustrations and each page number contains a 
decorative motif of a leaf or flower. Leafing through the pages one finds dark, oneiric 
illustrations depicting some theme of the book, while others contain pagan symbols or 
references to ancient cults, such as the ancient Celtic writing system, ogham. 

These illustrations form a potent dialogue with the text and serve the story faithfully for, 
as the cover proclaims, this is a tale of love, magic, mystery and death. The sensation is 
of having in one’s hand a magical, ancient volume which leads to the secret world of 
Leonís. 

The tale takes place in Lotar, a valley in the interior of Umbría, a mythical province of 
northern Spain, in 1998. The main character is Pablo Galván, the son of Arturo Galván, 
the most widely known intellectual and writer from the valley, a character of some 
celebrity who died twelve years earlier in a mountain accident in Lotar. The narrative 
begins in Madrid when Pablo receives an envelope sent to his home from a lawyer’s 
office. It’s a letter written by his father twelve years earlier, just before his death, asking 
Pablo to go back to Lotar to investigate a legend from the High-Middle Ages related to 
Tristan and Isolde and the kingdom, also legendary, of Leonís (or Lyonesse). Pablo 
hesitates to follow his father’s directive, but finally he decides to do it, mostly because it 
gives him the opportunity to meet again with Raquel Orellana, the great love of his 
youth. So Pablo travels to Lotar but when he arrives there he discovers that everything 
he knew about the death of his father was untrue or, at best, partly true. In fact, Arturo 
Galvan’s disappearance is still an unsolved mystery, one more unsolved mystery among 
many others that the Valley has been keeping for centuries. From that moment, Pablo 
begins to investigate his father’s past trying to discover the causes of his disappearance.  
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He visits villages and sites in the valley gathering clues about his father’s supposed 
legacy, yet everything he finds out becomes stranger at every turn and apparently leads 
nowhere. At the same time, someone is determined to expel Pablo from the valley and 
does not shy from using violence to accomplish that end. Pablo begins to suspect that 
behind the story lies an occult mystery. He learns about a theory his father had called 
the Leonís Hypothesis, which situates Lyonesse in Umbría, and about the latter’s 
discovery of the Drisdan Codex, a version of the Tristan and Isolde legend that is four 
hundred years older than all other previously known versions. The investigations lead 
Pablo to the discovery that his father was not the supposed agnostic materialist he had 
supposed, but a believer in the supernatural, in the magic that constitutes one more 
natural force in the order of things in Umbría. 

In the meanwhile, Pablo meets Raquel again and rekindles their lost love, but it is a love 
that also hides terrible secrets. Raquel is a painter but is also working on a book about 
nature in the Valley of Lotar, called “Cycles” which describes the complexity and 
topical harmony of nature being repeated, like history, time and time again, indefinitely. 

Finally, Pablo convinces Raquel to complete the circle that he supposes is his father’s 
wish, and in doing so becomes involved in an ancient ritual that will lead him to an 
inexorable and impossible fate. They take a dangerous combination of hallucinogens 
and go to various sacred sites and finally to the barrows, where they start to have visions 
of another self-contained world, perhaps the mythic Leonís. In the midst of their 
hallucination, someone attacks Raquel and Pablo attempts to defend her, and at that 
moment he is felled by a blow. From that moment on, he remembers nothing, except 
that person who hit him looks very much like his own father. 

Pablo then discovers his own and Raquel’s true family origins, which tie them beyond 
desire and blood, and that they are simply repeating the Tristan and Isolde legend as 
foreordained by pagan forces since the beginning of time. Leonís is a dark and 
melancholy fairy tale written for adults, where a curse takes on the appearance of love. 
In the end, as in many such stories, curiosity ends up punishing the protagonist. Nothing 
is what it looks like on the surface in this novel, everything has a dubious side, all 
characters hide secrets. Leonís is about the impossibility of recovering past life 
experiences and the consequences of trying to regain them. 

The author has masterfully woven a web that incorporates both realistic and fantastical 
elements, drawing on sources as disparate as Celtic traditions, Druidic lore and 
Arthurian legend, the Nietzschean theory of eternal recurrence, and nature studies. The 
names given to places and characters are echoes of those elements. The narrative 
structure is also very interesting, as the story is framed as a tale remembered and written  
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down by a priest, perhaps the last, of the “old religion”. Each chapter is preceded by a 
quotation from imaginary works written by the characters themselves, “Ancient Lotar” 
by Arturo Galvan and “Cycles” by Raquel Orellana, which help define the self-
contained and insular world of the Valley of Lotar. No one then is left on the “outside” 
of the story, except the story’s “inside.” Like a circle of persons around a fire, the 
frames enclose not only the story’s content, but also its readers. Within this world, the 
narrative is propelled along by realistic and plausible dialogues, creating a great deal of 
suspense for readers to delve further into the story’s “thickness”. It could be the story of 
a real family, in a normal place, but full of magic and mysteries which are revealed in 
the end when the reader finally learns who is who in this puzzle. 

It would be a shame, and a great loss to English reading public, if this expertly crafted 
novel were not translated into English, as it enchants the reader at every turn. 
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TITLE: L'estany de foc (El estanque de fuego)  (The Pond of Fire) 

AUTHOR: Silvestre Vilaplana 

READER: Lluís Agustí 

DATE:  March 5, 2012 

 

This exciting historical novel, clearly written and well-paced, is set in the city of 
Valencia at the end of the 15th century. Real events and persons are mixed with fictional 
counterparts in the story: the community of Jewish converts in Valencia and its greatest 
threat, the Grand Inquisitor of the Kingdom, faithful and rigorous upholder of Catholic 
orthodoxy; the local nobility, primarily interested in power, but also in art and literature. 
And in the center of it all, a book, a Bible translated into a vernacular language. If the 
Inquisition relentlessly pursues this book and its possessors, whom it intends to burn at 
the stake, they in turn, risk their own lives to protect the work. 

After the edict of expulsion ordered by the Catholic Kings in 1492, life became 
complicated and very dangerous for Jewish and Moorish converts (moriscos) in Spanish 
territories. Many practiced their religion and maintained their customs in secret, 
constantly in fear of being discovered, but also hoping for a better life, perhaps in lands 
not held by the Crown. These attitudes were considered extremely dangerous deviations 
from the true Catholic faith by the Holy Office of the Inquisition, whose religious 
fanaticism proved to be implacable, always in search of any sign of waywardness to 
impose, by means of torture, bloodletting and the stake, a homogeneity of beliefs under 
one sole faith that seemed to purify itself exclusively by pain and death. 

In 1478, a time not long before and somewhat less bleak, Lambert Palmart had 
published in that very a translation of the Bible into Catalan with the permission of the 
Inquisition and with the collaboration of religious Christians and Valencian intellectuals 
and the indispensable input of Jewish translators. 

This Bible would soon become the object of a most fierce and ruthless Inquisitorial 
persecution. In 1482, the Holy Office ordered that all collaborators in the publication be 
punished and that all copies of the book be destroyed. Anyone who dared to challenge 
the Holy Office would end at the stake, like the book itself. Of the 600 copies that were 
printed, none survived to the present. A library in New York holds one last page from 
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the Book of Revelations and the colophon of the work, which serve to prove the 
existence of this incunabulum. So much for the historical facts. 

The novel begins with the flight of Daniel Vives, a Jewish convert who participated in 
the translation of the Valencian Bible and who possesses what is perhaps the last copy. 
Vives takes refuge with the Bible in the home of some Jewish friends and is hidden in a 
secret synagogue built into the house. The fugitive will spend long weeks in hiding, 
frequently in absolute darkness. 

The Grand Inquisitor of the Kingdom, Juan de Monasterio, uses all the means and 
methods available to him, including a deformed and murderous being without scruples 
called Castor, to discover where Vives and the Bible are hidden. 

Pere Torrella, a converso doctor, tries to help Daniel Vives escape from the city, which 
is being closely watched the Monasterio’s guards and spies. The doctor takes advantage 
of an outbreak of plague—so common in European cities during the end of the late 
Middle Ages—to remove Vives from Valencia under the guise of yet another victim of 
the epidemic. So Vives manages to escape from the city, from Monasterio and from the 
terrible Castor, and undertakes a long flight on horseback which will lead him to 
Perpignan in France, a refuge for Jews fleeing the Crown of Aragon. 

Because of his profession, Torrella knows all too many details about the private lives of 
his fellow citizens, and especially about those who secretly practice the Jwish faith. This 
knowledge would prove very dangerous if Torrella were to fall in the hands of 
Monasterio and suffer torture. He lives with this fear until he is called by an important 
noble, Francí de Castellví, to heal a son who has been felled by the pestilence. 

Castellví is a high functionary of the city appointed by King Ferdinand and faces 
questions posed the power of the Inquisition. Grateful for having snatched his only son 
from the jaws of death, Castellví takes the doctor under his protection.  Torrella thus 
joins a group of converses who have close links to the highest spheres of power and for 
a time is no longer a potential victim of the Inquisition. 

 

 

Accompanying the royal entourage and the noble Castellvi to Persignan, Torrella 
reencounters Vives, who must leave the city and before doing so, charges the doctor 
with the custody of the Bible. Pere Torrella will return to Valencia hiding the precious 
volume… 

The stories of Torrella, Monasterios, the heinous Castor and of so many other characters 
from persecuted communities and from the underbelly of the city are expertly 
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interwoven in various plot lines. Thanks to the use of relatively brief chapters, in which 
the disparate yet connected stories mutually reinforce each other, the reader never loses 
track of the chain of events and is forced to read the novel almost at one sitting. 

The evolution of the different plot lines is carefully crafted with often unpredictable 
endings, including even a displacement of the importance and centrality of characters 
and protagonists. This is not one sole and linear story, but several narratives with 
sometimes surprising twists and turns, which maintain the reader alert and generally do 
not disappoint. 

We shall not divulge here the end of the novel, but will only point out that the The Pond 
of Fire takes its name from a verse from the Book of Revelation, the stagnum ignus, the 
pond which represents the flames of hell, the place where those who distance 
themselves from the truth are consigned. 

The language and diction are correct and the clear style is elegant but not pretentious. 
The atmosphere created and the explanations of sociological, cultural and religious 
referents help the reader not familiar with the history of the epoch to form a good idea 
of the customs and habits of Jews forcibly converted to Christianity and of their painful 
survival as individuals and as a community. It should be said that the historical 
exposition is moderate in both tone and quantity, allowing for a quick read. Some 
scholar may detect the presence of an anachronism here and there, but this would not in 
any way detract from the quality of the text. 

The descriptions and dialogues are almost always realistic and plausible, although not 
necessarily noteworthy, as the narration of an omniscient author and the pacing which 
such narration imposes, more efficiently convey the sudden changes of setting and the 
surprises offered by the story lines. 

 

 

The novel may not be classified perhaps of high or classic literature, but it is entirely 
entertaining and in keeping with the bases of the historical fiction genre. It skillfully 
creates a well-documented historical atmosphere which is interwoven with the most 
polished techniques of the classic adventure novel. This is a formula which has 
produced excellent results for the genre, with such best-sellers as The Name of the Rose 
by Umberto Eco and The Cathedral of the Sea by Idelfonso Falcones. 

The novel could be of interest for American readers, and not only for those who form 
part of the Jewish community, who may feel more identification with the victims of 
these historical persecutions. The characters are not presented in a Manichean manner, 
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nor are they typecast in individual cases or as part of a group: the inquisitors are 
torturers, possessed of a blinding faith, but not all are portrayed equally bloody and 
insensitive; not all the Christians hate others who are different; not even the members of 
the Jewish live their faith in the same manner, some do so fervently, others try to forget 
their origins, and yet others coexist unscrupulously with the leaders of society, the same 
society that victimizes as a differentiated social group. 

Some scenes may prove to be shocking without in any case being offensive. The scenes 
of violence and torture at the hands of the Inquisition or even those of the ravages of the 
plague in the city are always soberly recounted. Even those scenes which depict the 
Castor’s adventures in the city brothels are narrated with moderation. 

Silvestre Vilaplana (Alcoi, 1969) received the Blai Bellver Prize for Narrative for The 
Pond of Fire in the city of Játiva in 2009. He is the author of several poetry collection 
and other novels which have enjoyed public success, among which Les cendres del 
cavaller (The Knight’s Ashes) is notable for being the first biographical novel about the 
life of Joanot Martorell (author of one of the most important chivalric novels of the 15th 
century, Tirant lo Blanc). This novel was awarded the City of Alzira Prize for a Novel 
and subsequently, the Serra d’Or Critical Prize, one of the most prestigious accolades 
given for works in the Catalan language. 
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TITLE: NIÑOS FEROCES  

AUTHOR Lorenzo  Silva 

READER:María del Carmen Rivero 

DATE: 2/23/2012  

 

Niños Feroces with three subplots- one inside another similar to stacking blocks 

requires an attentive reader, but it is worth it because the reader is in for a good story or 

stories along with a manual on how to become a writer.  The stacking block approach, 

while a bit challenging for readers, is pulled off by Silva’s cinematographic- like 

narrative that contemporary readers easily understand.  The beginning sentence of the 

book already prepares the readers for the subplots: soy UN hombre que habla a traves 

de otro hombre que habla a traves de otro hombre que habla a tráves de otro 

hombre…in 400 pages full of historical details and references. 

The book spans about 70 plus years beginning with the Spanish Civil War when Jorge 

García’s father is killed, and ends with the present day 15-M movement. Along the way 

are interwoven Lázaro’s plight, the young narrator, and his desire to write a novel. His 

love of literature is also a central theme of the book. 

His teacher and mentor, also named Lázaro, and already an accomplished writer, 

introduces him to the story of Jorge García, a Spaniard, who fought along Hitler’s army 

during WW II.  Jorge was one of the few Spaniards who did not abandon the German 

cause, even after Franco had recalled all Spanish troops in 1944. Jorge was also part of 
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the SS. - one of the few Spaniards who where part of the German army. All of this is 

historical document to render Jorge’s story credibility and plausible narrative. 

The protagonist tries to understand a young man’s desire to fight in this foreign war, 

motivates Lazaro to research his subject and travel to many of the battles scenes. There 

is very little preaching or demonizing in this novel about García and his war 

companions. It is more a search for understanding than judging. At the end, there are 

more questions than answers but the reader does not feel animosity toward Jorge-maybe 

just to the circumstances that led him to become part of the SS- the personification of 

evil in our modern conscious as the writer tell us. The book is reminiscent of Hannah 

Arendt’s brilliant essay on the banality of evil regarding Eichmann’s trial at the end of 

WWII.  We see the transformation of Jorge as an orphaned adolescent to a young law 

student, and later into a falangista, and a member of the SS. In later years, he is a father 

and grandfather in contemporary Spain who wants somebody to tell his story as it 

should be told. This is due to Silva’s talented skills as a writer where Jorge is 

transformed into a likable or ordinary neighbor living next door. 

At the end of the novel, we find out that Lázaro, the mentor was supposed to write 

García’s story. He had met the falangista and members of the Spanish Blue Division in 

many occasions, but never actually wrote his story but did not want it go to waste and 

gives it to his talented student.  Along the way, he is also confronted with present day 

Spaniards who also served in Afghanistan and Iraq so it is not only history but the 

present he is witnessing. 
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Lázaro is part of the young post-modern-hyper real culture that has been exposed to 

wars via video games and TV, all from the comfort of his living room and now he is 

thrust into this reality.  Wars are still part of our daily reality even if the welfare state 

keeps it at a distant, and this something our young protagonist has a hard time 

understanding.  The book also offers a homage to the craft of writing and this might be 

of more interest to potential readers. Most avid readers also want to be writers and this 

book will provide some insights on writing along with some references of writers like 

Jorge Semprún, Ernesto Sábato, Franz Kafka and Walter Benjamin. Walter Benjamin’s 

plight and subsequent death in the town of Portobau that both Lázaro and Lázaro visit 

were quite poignant and stand out as one of the best chapters of this book. The chapter 

of Jorge falling in love in Russia is also quite good. 

Silva also provides us with many details, perhaps too many, of war battles and events 

that have shaped modern Spanish history-mainly the Civil War, the falangistas, Primo 

de Rivera, and the battle of Krasny Bor. The description of Krasny Bor where 70% of 

the Spaniard who fought there lost their lives is very well narrated and more 

reminiscence of an historical essay than a novel. 

Along the way, there are many modern day cultural references and writers. It is a good 

idea to read this as a hypertext-with a smart phone or internet nearby to look up some of 

the events and references. If it were to be published as an e-book-the explanations might 

be included. Overall this book offers very elegant writing from a seasoned writer who 

has won various awards. The universality of the themes, the ambivalence toward war in 

our modern society, the indifference in which veterans are treated when they return 
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from war, and the many residual effects a civil war has in a society for many years to 

come are all themes that he uses in the book. 

It is also a story about youth and its ambition.-and a love of literature.  All these themes 

render it appropriate for translation and for a wider audience.  The language is also 

standard Spanish with very little colloquialism.  The book overall is a winner. 
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TITLE:  Palabras envenenadas (Poisoned Words) 

AUTHOR: Maite Carranza 

READER: Eduardo de Lamadrid 

DATE: 3/19/12 

 

Palabras envenenadas essentially revolves around the difficult family relationships 
between an adolescent girl and her parents, and in tandem, the friendship ties which are 
established between the protagonist and her closest friend since infancy. Those themes, 
which flower on the surface, veil the intense subject at the heart of the novel: the sexual 
abuse of minors at home and in school. However, nothing in Palabras envenenadas 
seems lurid. Maite Carranza has been able to find the right tone when tackling such 
sensitive issues by highlighting the feelings of guilt, domination, and deception, and the 
hurtfulness of words, the poisoned words that produce cowardly silences, because 
society tends to cover its eyes when dealing with unassailable relationships such as 
those between teachers and students and parents and children. The pillar on which the 
novel rests is consequently the denunciation of childhood sexual abuse, its devastating 
consequences, and its invisibility in a world trained by custom to assume only the best 
when the reality is a web of lies, secrets, deceptions, and false appearances. 

Palabras envenenadas begins on the day of the 19th birthday of Barbara Molina, a girl 
who disappeared in strange circumstances four years earlier and whose case has been 
very frustrating for Police Inspector Salvador Lozano, who has not been able to forget it 
in spite of the passage of time. It seemed like a normal enough day except that it was the 
last day of work for Lozano before his retirement from the force, but everything 
changes when, Barbara, long presumed dead, calls her former best friend Eva Carrasco 
and pleads for help and then is abruptly cut off. This call will shed more light on the 
case, uncover old secrets, eliminate suspects, and unmask a man who has been 
pretending for a long time. Barbara was a pretty and intelligent girl, with a seemingly 
bright future, but who comes back from a vacation totally changed, with a strange 
demeanor and rebellious with everyone, and failing all her school subjects. Her mother, 
Nuria Solis, notices some things, like the birth control pills her daughter is taking, and 
on one occasion cuts and bruises on Barbara’s arms and wrist, but decides to accept her 
daughter’s explanations and covers for her. Her father takes the opposite approach and 
imposes strict measures to halt his daughter’s increasingly peculiar and wild conduct. 
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However, under the appearance of an austere and concerned father lies the reality of a 
perverted man who repeatedly sexually assaults his daughter and in order to do so 
subjects her to manifold physical abuses and mental cruelties. Dismayed by those 
practices and full of fear, Barbara runs away from home, but her father catches up with 
her and imprisons her in a basement hideaway at their old country home. There he keeps 
her barely alive for four years to satisfy his whims and perversions. In spite of all, 
Barbara still harbors some hopes of escaping but He (we know the kidnapper 
throughout the story only by this capitalized personal pronoun) makes her the unwilling 
causer of every misfortune. Police inspector Lozano, an upright and very human man, 
knows that there is something in the story that he’s missing, and after unearthing some 
last minute clues, Eva Carrasco gives him the last piece of the puzzle. Barbara’s father 
has inadvertently left his cell phone in the hiding place and she has managed to call Eva 
and utter a cry for help before she is cut off. This call will save her life and change the 
destiny of all those involved in the story. 

The climax of the plot, the resolution of the disappearance of Barbara Molina, transpires 
in approximately twenty-four hours. As such, the novel is closely linked with the 
chronicle genre, since the narrator presents what happens on the day in question in the 
words of the protagonists themselves. The novel is framed, therefore, in the present, 
although there are many temporal digressions which allow the reader to learn the 
fundamental aspects of a kidnapping that lasts four years. 

The novel is set in Barcelona and it environs, with abundant references to place names 
around the city. However, more important to the reader are the contrasts between closed 
and open spaces that appear throughout the text. For example, Barbara is confined to the 
cellar in her family’s vacation home, but constantly evokes her summers in Bilbao when 
she sails the open sea with her uncle. Furthermore, the only thing she asks her kidnapper 
is to let her see the light of day, something which he allows her to do on a few occasions 
and always from inside the car. In this way, the representation of closed spaces parallels 
the life characters trapped in their own physical and mental cages: Barbara in her cellar 
and Nuria in her Barcelona flat which is also a kind of tomb, since she has been more 
dead than alive since her daughter’s disappearance. 

As we have said, the reader is a witness to the police investigation of the disappearance 
which took place four years earlier and which is reopened because the inspector in 
charge of the case is about to retire. Palabras envenenadas reads like detective story or 
crime thriller, with a rapid rhythm which the impels to keep reading to find out what 
happens. 

The chronicle of that day in which Salvador Lozano finally resolves the case of the 
disappearance is structured in twenty-eight chapters which focus alternatively on the 
main characters of the novel. For this reason, each chapter is titled simply with the name 
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of the character which forms its subject. And it this framework which makes the novel 
attractive, for Maite Carranza has been able to get into the head of the characters and 
disclose their interior monologues, so that the reader may understand what they are 
living through. In addition, the twenty-eight chapters are divided into three parts. With 
this tripartite structure, the author gives the novel a touch of the traditional story 
consisting of initial conflict, exposition and denouement. The alternating protagonists 
also imply alternating narrative voices. The novel is narrated in third person for all 
characters, except for Barbara Molina, for whom the first person is reserved, perhaps to 
underscore that she can only talk to herself because she has no contact with anyone. 
However, the thoughts of the characters often appear in the first person, interspersed as 
interior monologues. The play of perspectives is further enhanced when a single event is 
narrated according to the vision of different characters. 

Maite Carranza writes without hesitancy about a thorny issue which could easily 
become sordid, but she does not seek sensationalism, but rather truth and denunciation. 
As such, she does not provide scabrous details in scenes which could be horrifying, but 
rather outlines them, and concentrates instead on the psychology of the characters, who 
are memorably portrayed. We come to know Barbara, we accompany her in her 
predicament and we feel as impotent as she does. We really appreciate Inspector Lozano 
and we are optimistic that he will solve the case before he retires. We understand Eva 
and her doubts and vacillations and we wish her nerve to add two and two. And finally, 
we give Nuria support and encouragement, and we whisper in her ear that it is she and 
she alone who must protect Barbara. 

The one drawback to the novel lies with its editing. There are numerous typographical 
errors such as “The dog is died” and “Bloombsbury”. The narrative is full of dialogue 
rendered verbatim, and which although for the most part plausible, is not marked off by 
any punctuation. This tends to confuse the reader, who at times may wonder just who is 
saying what. But those problems, as well as references that only a Spanish readership 
would know, could be fixed in any translation into English. 
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TITLE:  Puede volar un Cangrego? 

AUTHOR:  Florencia Esses y Graciela Repún 

READER:  Isabel Delgadillo-Romo 

DATE:  3/4/12 

 

 

This book has an interesting perspective on the possible and impossible by challenging 
the notion of what is and what could be in the question and answer format of the book.  
A seemingly odd question is proposed and the figures in the upcoming pages wither 
negate or affirm an answer.  Translation of the text to English would be suitable.  One 
of the aspects that makes the book charming is that it would be a great conversation 
starter to allow parents and teachers to introduce the alternative thinkers of the 20th 
Century and the traditionalists of the past.  Another interesting aspects of the book is 
that although the people portrayed in the left side pages are figures that deal with the 
logical response of “No,” to the fanciful question proposed and the figures on the right 
affirm its possibility, neither is right or wrong, rather it allows the reader to consider the 
logic and the possibility using imagination, ingenuity or challenging the status-quo to 
make the impossible possible. 
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TITLE:       Rating 

AUTHOR:  Alberto Barrera Tyszka 

READER:  Pamela Ferrell Ortega 

DATE:        February 29, 2012 

 

This book is a delight.  Told from the parallel viewpoints of its two main characters, 
Manuel Izquierdo and Pablo Manzanares, Rating presents a wry and witty look at the 
creation of a reality show in all its absurdity and crass exploitation of a society willing 
to give up dignity and integrity for celebrity.  The story takes place on a Venezuelan 
television channel, but the fierce competition for ratings and the cynical search for the 
lowest common denominator in viewership are no different from that of North 
American reality television. 

Manuel Izquierdo is a successful but cynical and depressed hack writer of telenovelas 
who is also in full midlife crisis, his personal life decidedly less successful than his long 
career.  In a different setting, his bitingly funny character could have easily come from 
the pen of Richard Russo, as in Straight Man or even Nobody’s Fool.  He tries to escape 
his contract with the TV channel but nevertheless finds himself bound to collaborate in 
the creation of the channel’s latest abhorrent attempt to win top ratings with the creation 
of a “reality” show about displaced homeless persons, “damnificados,” competing to 
win a dream house.  The “cast” is handpicked with a young, unknown actress added as a 
fake damnificado. 

Pablo Manzanares, on the other hand, is a university literature student filled with 
idealism and poetry and unrequited love for a beautiful fellow student.  He is also the 
“asistonto” on the project, placed there by his overprotective mother with ties to the 
television industry.  His version, though wide-eyed and inexperienced, complements 
that of Izquierdo’s. 

The dialogue is quick and very funny.  The humor will be easily appreciated by North 
American readers.  Barrera Tyszka is an excellent writer, capable of juxtaposing the 
biting cynicism of Izquierdo and the absurdity of the television industry (anywhere in 
the world) with the very poignant portrayal of Izquierdo’s attempt to take stock of his 
sad life at age fifty.  The narrative and suspense are constant and the reader can’t wait to 
learn what happens with the reality show and to the two main characters.  Translating 
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into English shouldn’t be a problem except for a couple short passages where 
Manzanares makes fun of his mother’s habit (and that of Latinoamericanos in general) 
of elongating vowels and using diminutive forms of names and words to emphasize her 
point and to wheedle in order to get her way.  There are some puns, such as “asistonto”, 
but those shouldn’t be insurmountable to a good translator(!). 

It’s fast moving, very current with popular culture, and extremely well-written with 
likeable, believable characters.  I read rather slowly in Spanish so for the story to hold 
my interest so firmly says a lot about the author’s skills and story telling abilities. 
Second and third generation Latinos who grew up watching telenovelas but who are 
more comfortable reading in English will especially appreciate the importance of 
telenovelas and the television industry and its stars in Latin America. 
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TITLE: Tiempo de Arena 

AUTHOR: Inma Chacón 

READER: Barbara Crespo 

DATE: March 2, 2012 / March 5, 2012 

 

 

 

Throughout history many groups have been persecuted, limited and ostracized. 

Across cultures women have been at the fore front of these injustices. These are the 

catalysts that have allowed women to succeed.  They have gone against tradition and 

convention, to become equal. 

The novel Tiempo de Arena written by Inma Chacón is set in Toledo, Spain 

during the 19th century - 20th century. It is a story that transports the reader into the lives 

of three noble women.  Munda, Alejandra and Mariana are sisters who are each unique 

in their own right.  During tumultuous times, they find themselves in search of their 

identity, equality and the answers to life’s questions. Tiempo de Arena’s subject matter 

will travel well in the states due to its traditional and contemporary pivotal themes. 

Chacón blends a mix of cultural and historical references along with personal struggle. 

She illustrates the social conflicts that women face in society. All of these elements are 

traits of a good story that transcends time. 

Inma Chacon’s style of writing is fluid and makes use of poetic techniques that 

help to frame events.  Each line is poetically infused with beautiful details, imagery and 
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symbolism. Chacón crafts creative and vivid descriptions of the setting, the time period 

and the characters. She includes details about the emotions portrayed by the characters, 

what the character is doing, wearing and saying. This style of writing makes the story 

easy to grasp and very real. 

The language helps to create an extraordinary dialogue which conveys the 

feeling as if though one were actually present. Chacón uses language that is common 

and sensible so as to take command of each character and their day to day exchanges 

with people in and outside of the family. Her story makes the characters journey come 

to life creating situations that the reader can relate to.  With each paragraph, the plot 

unfolds, becoming more involved, and the level of suspense continues to rise.  Due to 

the complexity of the events in the plot the story is quite entertaining, intriguing and 

hard to put down. 

This story addresses the conflicts faced by women of every age, class and race, 

who are struggling, against the traditional and social conventions. The theme of social 

conflict in this novel is prevalent throughout all of history and literature. It is classic and 

spans across all the cultures of the world. This makes for a book that would attract a 

great number of readers and gain in popularity. 

A story such as this creates a bridge between all walks of life. The title in itself 

marks time. The moment in time when one has to endure, the way in which time can 

pass and change can occur.  It is in many ways philosophical in its outline. The novel 

opens up with a quote from Heart of Darkness by Joseph Conrad. This quote connotes 

a time of uncertainty, darkness, and transition in which the journey for truth is 

unraveling. This is pertinent due to the fact that since the beginning of time, the human 
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race has sought answers to life’s questions, involving self-identity and most importantly 

equality. 

A work of this magnitude is comparable to many of the best-selling 

contemporary works and authors i.e.; Dan Brown’s, The Da Vinci Code and Isabel 

Allende’s, Portrait in Sepia. To works written by the classical authors that are in the 

literary cannon such as: Joseph Conrad,   Shakespeare, and Lorca. Since this novel can 

be compared to these authors it goes without saying that it will be suitable for 

translation. It is important to translate a work that has a powerful message and illustrates 

a relatable theme such as this. Chacón has a way with words and a style that will 

translate well in any language. 
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TITLE:  Un día muy especial…Las Tres Mellizas Bebés: Un día en la nieve 

AUTHOR:  Roser Capdevila 

READER:  Isabel Delgadillo-Romo 

DATE:  3/4/12 

 

This short board book is suitable to introduce what kind of gear a child may need for a 
snow day including warm clothing and play gear to go skiing and sledding.  This is a 
topic that may appear to children in the United States where winter-time snow is 
expected, east coast and mountainous regions.  However, it may also be suitable to 
introduce the concept of snow to children who live in warmer, non-snow climates 
because of the simple text.  Due to the straightforward text it would translate well and 
may market well as an easy reader, especially if the text is translated to accommodate 
appropriate use of upper case and lowercase lettering, as it is entirely written in 
uppercase.  Overall, that fact that the three baby triplets have other adventures to read 
about as mentioned in the website and have an online interactive component (website 
with games and an app) may be of great interest to the U.S. market. 
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TITLE: Un momento de descanso/ A moment of rest. 

AUTHOR: Antonio Orejudo 

READER: Roxana Benavides 

DATE: March 2012 

 

Author/Works 

Antonio Orejudo was born in Madrid in 1963. Doctor of philology, for seven years he 
taught Spanish literature at various universities in the United States and has spent a year 
as a guest researcher at the University of Amsterdam. He is currently professor at the 
University of Almeria. He is the author of Fabulosas narraciones por historias (1996) 
the recipient of the  XX Juan Tigre Prize for the best first novel in 1997; Ventajas de 
viajar en tren the XV Andalucía Prize for Novel in 2000, Reconstruction (2005) and his 
most recent novel Un momento de descanso (2011). 

A member of the generation of Spanish authors born in the sixties, exposed to a wide 
range of literature from around the world, adding a new dimension to their interpretation 
of Spanish literature with no strings attached.  Antonio Orejudo is considered one of the 
most brilliant contemporary Spanish authors. His narrative is raw and playful with 
unexpected twists and dark cynical humors. 

Un momento de descanso 

After seventeen years two old college friends find each other at the 2009 Madrid Book 
Fair.  

1- Aparece un Fantasma /A ghost Appears. 

Orejudo as a self�conscious narrator. 

Antonio Orejudo and Arturo Cifuentes had been roommates when they both lived and 
worked in the USA. Now divorced, Cifuentes has returned to Spain to become a 
member of the faculty in the university where they once studied. 

Cifuentes tells Antonio about, his strange relationship with his son, his failed marriage, 
his deplorable job incident and professional crisis. Several important characters, themes 
and stories are introduced in this first part. 
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We find out about Cifuentes’ son Edgar who at age 2 was diagnosed with fragile X 
syndrome, about his moderate intellectual and developmental disabilities, and his 
excessive testicular development also associated with the syndrome. 

We also learned of the subsequent events after Edgar’s condition has been diagnosed: 

Lib’s abandons her hematology studies to concentrate for the following 10 years in the 
research of the fragile X syndrome; hence becoming an erudite researcher.  Then we 
know of their moving to Missouri to work at the university- Lib’s in the prestigious 
Genetics and Biomedicine Department and Cifuentes in the Spanish Department. 

Edgar’s tells his father of his love for contemporary dance, and wants to attend a casting 
to participate in the TV show “Dancing Queen; ”  of his  selection to the show 
regardless of his horrendous choreography; and his debut night in an stage converted 
into a lingerie show instead. 

“…el escenario se convirtió en una pasarela de moda. ... los bailarines flexionaban y 
estiraban la rodilla derecha al ritmo  de la música  el pie desnudo se apoyaba sobre los 
dedos y el talón subía y bajaba al compás. Edgar era el primero, el más  próximo  a la 
cámara. Cifuentes dudo si despertar a Lib. Aunque el realizador lo ponía difícil y 
prefería mostrar a las modelos que desfilaban en sujetador, ahí estaba  la pierna peluda 
de su hijo y su enorme paquetón. Sus palmas rumbosas y el contoneo de sus nalgas al 
aire.” p48-49 

“…the stage became a fashion show. … the dancers stretched and flexed the right knee 
to the rhythm of the music the bare foot rested on the toes as the heel rose and fell to the 
beat. Edgar was the first, the closest to the camera. Cifuentes thought about waking up 
Lib. Although the director made it difficult and preferred to show the models parading 
in bra, there were the hairy leg of his son and his enormous package -his magnificent 
palms and the sway of his naked buttocks.” p48-49. 

According to Cifuentes, their moving to Missouri represented an excellent opportunity 
to be unhappy. Missouri offered them the possibility to suffer, to create a few problems 
for them to solve, and that when an opportunity such as that arises, one must take 
advantage of it.  Cifuentes is unjustly accused of racial prejudice. A female black 
student, who had fallen asleep during his class, claimed he had humiliated her.  Her 
loud snoring made her classmates laugh which woke her up just to hear Cifuentes’ 
comment:  “I know that I'm boring but there are more elegant ways to prove it, miss”. In 
a case of reverse discrimination, Cifuentes decides to resign, before being forced to 
admit any wrong doing on his part just to save his job. There was also the breakage of 
his marriage, of Lib falling in love with a Lelous a scientist, not a humanist erudite in 
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José Maria Pemán, as useless as incapable of getting rid of the ants that were invading 
his house. 

2 – Como me hice escritor/Of How I Became a Writer. 

Orejudo the character. 

Throughout their youth and much of their adult life Orejudo and Cifuentes had been 
bedazzled by their mentor Augusto Desmoines.  He was the founder of the university 
where they both had studied Spanish Philology in Spain. Desmoines also helped them 
find their first job in the USA as well as Cifuentes’ current job as faculty member in the 
university after his disgraced return to Spain. 

Cifuentes had come to the book fair specifically looking for Orejudo. Besides seeing his 
friend after so many years, Cifuentes wanted his help to write the truth about the 
Augusto Demoines. He even had the title of the book “The Great Pretender ‘, Augusto 
Desmoines was a liar, a manipulator. He had finished a comprehensive research on 
Desmoines. They would meet in Cifuentes’ apartment next day. Cifuentes had all the 
documentation, videos and old photos to prove Desmoines to be a fraud. 

 Much of this second part has to do with Orejudo’s own personal experiences. While 
working at Stony Brooks in New York, he had participated in clinical trials in Teaneck, 
NJ- for which he was being paid by the Project Foundation associated with the 
University.  One of such experiments was on Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 
treatments.  Orejudo had developed the ability of knowing a person’ past, present and 
future just by looking at them. Have the incidents of his arrest, of the kidnap in the 
train- have they really happened or were they just a figment of his imagination? 

Orejudo had become a writer as a consequence of the TMS treatments; the side effects 
had awakened his creativity, ingenuity and imagination. 

Orejudo’s PhD papers cited authors that did not exist and books that nobody had written 
yet, but for this purpose he would write which later became his first novel “Fabulosas 
narraciones por historias.” Orejudo had also left the USA and return to Spain in disgrace. 

3- La Felicidad del hombre descansado / The Happiness of a Rested Man. 

Orejudo the author. 

As the novel closes, and shortly after returning to Spain Cifuentes learned that things 
were not like he had imagined. The position he occupied had belonged to a certain 
Florencio Castillejo, who had hung in the auditorium.  Florencio Castillejo had also 
come from the USA, where he used to work in Desmouth College, in Hanover, New 
Hampshire. Florencio had accused Augusto Desmoines of being a fraud. His father 
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Claudio Castillejo had been the real founder of the university. Augusto, who was his 
assistant, had betrayed Claudio and ordered his execution. Florencio began denouncing 
in the media and his blog, the acts of corruption that were taking place at the university 
by the faculty and administration. Augusto Desmoines had falsified history, completely 
erasing Claudio Castillejo from it, for envy and desire to posses everything that Claudio 
had - including his wife. 

All the documents, photographs, videos and people that attested Desmoines' betrayal 
had not fully convinced Orejudo of its veracity.  He had also doubted of Cifuentes’ real 
motivation for writing this book- whether he wanted to use it as leverage to secure a full 
professor position. 

 After his travel to USA and his meeting with Lib, Orejudo felt guilty for having 
doubted Cifuentes’ words and intentions; for not calling him and demonstrating his 
distrust and no interest to write the book.  Once back in Spain Orejudo had tried to 
contact Cifuentes in several occasions. He sent him an electric message entitled "The 
Pretender", in which he apologized for his silence and expressed his interest in resuming 
the book project, but Cifuentes never responded. 

The next time they will meet would at reception in the University. Cifuentes had 
become a professor Cifuentes greeted Orejudo with an embrace.  He was on good terms 
with the university rector Virgilio Desmoines, Augusto’ son. He had decided, Cifuentes 
said, not to publish the book about Desmoines and had assumed that Orejudo did as 
well. He asked Orejudo to return the documents and photos and pleaded with him to 
forget about it, and for his understanding: 

"¿A quién no le gusta sentir que la realidad -fíjate tú, la realidad nada menos- choca 
contra el muro de tu integridad? ¿A quién no le gusta eso, eh, Antonio? Bueno, pues se 
acabó. Por primera vez en mi vida he renunciado a ser íntegro. Pero, ojo, no me 
malinterpretes: soy muy consciente de que renunciar a ser íntegro es un paso más en el 
ascético viaje hacia la perfección. ¿Por qué tengo que renunciar yo a la felicidad de los 
simples? Estoy harto de crearme problemas sólo para poder solucionarlos. Quiero una 
felicidad más elemental. ¿Quién soy yo para rechazar la mediocridad? ¿Por qué he de 
mantenerme firme como un faro de honradez en este mar de vileza? Reclamo mi 
derecho a relajarme, a descansar, a no esperar nada de mi." p238-239. 

"Who would not like to feel that reality- imagine, nothing less than reality crashes with 
the wall of your integrity? Who does not like that, eh, Antonio? Well, that's it. For the 
first time in my life I have renounced to be honest. But beware, do not get me wrong: I 
am well aware that giving up being honest is a step in the ascetic journey towards 
perfection. Why do I have to give up the happiness of the simple people? I'm tired of 
creating me problems just to solve them. I want the most basic happiness. Who am I to 
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reject mediocrity and why I stand firm as a beacon of honesty in this sea of vileness? I 
claim my right to relax, to rest, to not expect anything from me. “p238 -239. 

Orejudo decided to write this book, his turn to have a moment of rest – his first small 
betrayal. 

 

Un momento de descanso is a campus novel, a metafiction where Orejudo is the author, 
narrator and character. This offers opportunities to explore the boundaries of fiction and 
reality. Orejudo’s use of personal experiences, documents and photos calls into question 
the fictionality of the characters and episodes throughout the book.  However, it also 
allows for the reader’s imagination to shape and interpret the story. 

This novel incorporates both the motifs, themes and the styles of writing used by 
various authors. For example the satirical narrative of Lodge’s Small World and 
Kingsley Amis's Lucky Jim.  Orejudo’s use  of whimsical silly singing  in Edgar’s first 
day at the Dragon High School in the style of Thomas Pynchon ; and of course the 
episode with the female black student  reminisces that in Philip Roth ‘s The Human 
Stain. 

Orejudo has created a unique narrative, to treat serious subjects that are intimately 
connected with his life and convictions in a playful, humorous and ironic way, yet 
maintaining a level of plausibility. For instance, his  criticism of the literary world, of  
the academic setting- in particular of  the Spanish university as an institution and the 
faculty; the roles and relationship between the writer and reader , that of the humanities 
and other subject areas,  literature and its exegesis. 

Antonio Orejudo is superb narrator and storyteller with a unique voice; which makes of 
“Un Momento de descanso” an excellent read.  Un momento de descanso will be of 
interest to the general and public as well as the academic. I highly recommend it.  

 

 

 

" Orejudo’s literature grabs, teaches and entertains just  like the best ones." 
(Fernando Castanedo, Babelia, El País) 
 
"An excellent book ... A hilarious adventure, sad and wonderful. We need more 
writers like Antonio eared." (Isabel Coixet, El Dominical de El Periódico) 
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“Orejudo is the best kept secret and funny of  the Spanish literature. "(Elena 
Hevia, El Periódico) 
 
"The reader jumps up elated by its pages coming out of them as the child on a 
ride." (Antonio Lozano, Qué Leer) 
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TITLE: Ventajas de viajar en tren/ The Advantages of Travelling by Train 

AUTHOR: Antonio Orejudo 

READER: Roxana Benavides 

DATE: February 2012 

 

Author/works 

Antonio Orejudo was born in Madrid in 1963. He has a doctorate in Spanish Philology 
and, for seven years, worked as a Spanish literature professor in different universities 
throughout the United States. He is currently a professor in the University of Almería 
and has spent a year as a visiting professor in the University of Amsterdam. Fabulosas 
narraciones por historias won the XX Tigre Juan Prize for the best first novel in 1997, 
one year after its publication. In 2000 he won the XV Andalucía Prize for Novel with 
Ventajas de viajar en tren (Advantages of Travelling by Train). Reconstrucción 
(Reconstruction, 2005), has been translated into German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, 
Korean and Dutch, and the German translation in particular was described as “the year’s 
most impressive Spanish book”, according to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. 
Tusquetseditores.com 

A member of the generation of Spanish authors born in the sixties, exposed to a wide 
range of literature from around the world, adding a new dimension to their interpretation 
of Spanish literature with no strings attached.  Antonio Orejudo is considered one of the 
most brilliant contemporary Spanish authors. His narrative is raw and playful with 
unexpected twists and dark cynical humor for the purpose of entertaining the reader’s 
interest. 

There is not greater influence in Orejudo’s Advantages of Travelling by Train than 
Cervantes’ Don Quixote and his Exemplary Novels: Deceitful Marriage and Dialogue 
of the Dogs. The presence of a  of the manuscript found by chance, the travel as an 
excuse and the mentally disturbed are some of  elements borrowed from Cervantes 
Saavedra. 

The most obvious example of Cervantes ‘influence on his work is in the first chapter of 

the novel titled “The Deceitful Marriage.”  A metafiction, self‐reflexive, repeatedly 

referring to its own fictional status: 
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“Imaginemos a una mujer que al volver a casa sorprende a su marido inspeccionando 
con un palito su propia mierda. Imaginemos que este hombre no regresa jamás de su 
ensimismamiento, y que ella tiene que internarlo en una clínica para enfermos mentales 
al norte del país. Nuestro libro comienza a la mañana siguiente, cuando esta mujer 
regresa en tren a su domicilio tras haber finalizado los trámites de ingreso…” (P. 11) 

“Let’s imagine a woman who returns home to surprise her husband inspecting with a 
stick his own shit. Let’s imagine that this man never returned from his trance, and she 
has to take him into a psychiatric clinic in the north. Our book begins the next morning, 
when the woman returns to her home by train after completing the admission 
process…” (P. 11) 

Synopsis 

After admitting her husband into a psychiatric clinic, a woman returns by train to 
Madrid.  A stranger on board suddenly asks her “Would you like to hear my life story?”  
He is Ángel Sanagustín, a psychiatrist who works in the clinic.  Sanagustín specializes 
in the diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders through the practice and study of his 
patients’ writings, which he carries in a red folder.  After momentarily getting off the 
train to buy a sandwich, Sanagustín misses the train and his red folder is now in the 
woman’s possession. 

Ventajas de viajar en tren, is a fictional narrative, alternating between monologues and 
dialogues, masterfully full of humor, irony, sarcasm and criticism. 

Ventajas de viajar en tren is a novel written as a series of freshly inventive stories in a 
circular structure, which may be thematically connected, but not necessarily arranged in 
a logical and temporal sequence. As per Orejudo, it can be read as a collection of short 
stories or a novel. 

As the novel progresses, Orejudo manages to give another twist to the plot, then another 
story unveils, and another storyteller emerges, keeping the reader on a continuous 
suspense in search of clues, appealing to our imagination and capacity to believe. Set 
against this backdrop, questions emerge about the boundaries between reality and 
imagination. 

Theme 

The fine line between fact and fiction, reality and imagination: 

Ventajas de viajar en tren is a story o series of stories where reality and fiction 
constantly intertwine and confuse, moving from one topic to another with absolute 
freedom with its characters and narrators. 
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In the first chapter the narrator engages the reader, while the psychiatrist Ángel 
Sanagustín captures the woman’s attention. In a long monologue, Sanagustín narrates 
three stories about his patient Martín Urales de Úbeda, the protagonist. 

 

Sub-themes/motifs 

War orphans 

Murder 

Child pornography and trafficking of human organs 

Croquet  

Military uniform 

Sanagustín receives a letter from Amelia Urales de Úbeda telling him about Martin, his 
entering the military academy - like their father. Of his sudden return to home with one 
armed, after his deployment to Yugoslavia to investigate de murder of female young 
doctor from Seville. Murdered at the hands of one the orphan kid or so he thought, until 
he hears the orderly’s stories of child pornography and trafficking of organs.  p22-36 

Sub-themes/motifs 

Drugs and lies 

Impersonation 

Deception 

Sanagustín decides to visit Amelia.  She tells him the truth about her brother. Martin 
was rejected by the army, he is a garbage collector. Attempting to straighten his life up, 
he moves to Yugoslavia where he falls in love with a young doctor from Seville. In 
order to not displease his father, he lies for the last time about being expelled from the 
army. He had falling into drugs, and was being paid with cocaine at his job selling 
encyclopedias.  After stealing some money, he leaves and hides in Madrid. End of 
deception, there is however a surprising revelation: Amelia turns out to be Martin 
disguised as a woman. Everything he has told Sanagustín is a lie. p25-36 

Sub-themes/motifs 

Landfills and Government conspiracy 

Male protagonist Death 
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Martin Urales assures Sanagustín that there is a conspiracy between the landfills and the 
government to control people by analyzing their garbage. Urales has spent several years 
locked in his basement, storing the trash to avoid being killed. Sanagustín is skeptical, 
but Urales forces him to observe garbage collectors at work, both run toward one of the 
trucks, but Martin trips and ends up falling inside the truck. Sanagustín says he has not 
seen him since. P37-63 

Antonio Orejudo has addressed in his works the demystification of the literary world: in 
“Fabulosas narraciones por historias” The Generation of 27 and its writers, in “Ventajas 
de viajar en tren,” the literary critics, readers, and publishers, and in “Un momento de 
descanso.” the university, academia, philology and literary studies. 

In chapter two titled: “Las Personas”/“The People”,- we get to know about our female 
protagonist, Helga Pato, about her profession as literary agent, and about her marriage 
to “W”, a famous and coprophagous author now a patient in the psychiatric clinic. It is 
at her return by train from the clinic that Helda has met Ángel Sanagustín. She is still in 
possession of the red carpet and the stories written by his patients. 

Characteristic of postmodern literature is the desire of the author to explore new realms 
combining subjects and genres not previously deemed fit for literature. So is the case in 
these stories brought together under the realm of psychiatry and on the subject of mental 
disorders:” Coprophilia“, “Post-schizophrenic Depression”;” Paranoid Disorder of the 
Somatic Type”, and “Akathisia.” 

In the last chapter titled “Ventajas de viajar en tren”, we see Helga Pato in her house 
after returning from the clinic. She is going to Dr. Sanagustín’s house to return his red 
folder. At her arrival at the Doctor’s house, she is confronted by a stranger who claims 
to be Sanagustín. A young woman invites her in. Helga tells the couple her reason for 
being there was to return the red folder to Sanagustín. They show Helga a picture of 
themselves with Martin, the young woman’s brother. 

Martin Urales is a schizophrenic admitted to the psychiatric clinic, but it is free to go as 
he pleases, and to talk to people as part of his rehabilitation. But all he does is to adopt 
multiple personalities fooling those who don’t know about his mental illness. 

Ventajas de viajar en tren contains allusions to other works of literature, Kafka’s 
Metamorphosis, Vonnegut’s Slaughterhouse-Five, Rafael Reig’s Manual of literature 
for Cannibals, Borges and Cortazar and of course others authors from the generation of 
Orejudo. However, nobody can deny that it is Cervantes’ influence that can be strongly 
seen in this novel. 
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The critical response to this novel has been positive. In 2000, Antonio Orejudo won the 
XV Andalucía Prize for Novel with Ventajas de viajar en tren. It is Orejudo’s most 
celebrated novel by critics and general public. 

He has written other books but Ventajas de viajar en tren continues to be Orejudo’s at 
his best. As many other postmodernist writers he uses different styles and literary 
allusions in his writings, which he manages to do while maintaining a fresh and unique 
voice, that of an excellent storyteller and narrator. 

Of interest to the university and academic market, but it will also appeal to the general 
public too. I highly recommend it. 

 

“A daring, brilliant and masterful jewel.” Juan Bonillo, El Mundo. 

“An excellent work, full of inventiveness…” Ricardo Senabre, El cultural.  

“Orejudo’s books appear small on the outside, but they contain much more for the head 
than they weight in your hands. “ Rodrigo Fresan, Letras Grandes. 
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TITLE:  Vive como puedas  

AUTHOR:  Joaquín Berges 

READER:  Sara Martínez 

DATE:  03/02/2012 

 

Vive como puedas is a humorous novel in the black comedy mode where the pathos falls 
flat although there are moments of beauty and some of the characters do strike a chord. 

Luis is an engaging protagonist whose life is at crossroads and quickly starts to unravel 
into chaos.  The novel begins with his efforts at keeping a diary in order to make sense 
of it all – life, in general and his life specifically [‘to find out who the hell I am’ p. 16, 
my trans)] aiming for Equilicuá!  The situation is that he has failed at his first marriage 
and has rolled over for his cousin Oscar, allowing him to take over his family and his 
job. 

The novel begins with a self-deprecating tone promising a comedy of errors with a cast 
of curious and eccentric characters.  Most engaging are the children – toddler Everest 
with his endless questions of a philosophical bent and his patient half-sister Valle with 
her wise and endearing answers. There is ample opportunity for hilarity and there are 
some genuinely funny scenes as Berges channels Harold Lloyd, Charlie Chaplin and the 
Keystone Kops.  And then all of a sudden, Luis’s hypochondriac mother drops dead 
after he has hung up the phone on what he assumes will be one of her daily calls to 
report her blood pressure.  From this point on, the novel becomes deadly serious and 
Luis must confront his situation and himself in a conclusion that is sad but satisfactory. 

The novel’s storyline is based on Luis’s midlife crisis angst and the chaos surrounding 
that.  Although the structure aims at complexity by alternating between the first person 
diary entries and third person omniscient viewpoint, the plot is self-centered and self-
directed by Luis who has very little capacity for empathy.  All the other characters and 
their own stories and angst are thus reduced to supporting players in his soap opera.  
When they start dying toward the end of the novel, it is quite jarring and does finally 
make an impact. 

One tangled plotline that is overly coincidental has Luis starting an affair with his son’s 
kindergarten teacher Lucía who has been left by her boyfriend for Luis’s neighbor 
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Carles (also his confidant, friend and brain doctor) who works at the hospital where 
Luis’s oldest daughter Cris’s boyfriend Pablo is supposedly a pediatrician but is really a 
clown named Dumbo, who befriends Luis with Luis not figuring out that he is Pablo… 
The subplots are explored only as they relate to Luis and his existential problem. 

• There is Luis and his job angst – he works at a wind-power project foundation 
where he is thwarted at promotion by Oscar and thrust into taking on the most 
undesirable tasks (one climactic moment has him unleashing an anti-alternative 
energy tirade at the press) when he is really drawn to writing comedic plays for 
television. 

• There is Dumbo/Pablo who challenges Luis to confront his true vocation (by 
watching the movie Vive como puedas) while at the same time hiding his own 
true vocation from his girlfriend (Luis’s daughter Cris). 

• There is Carles who is supposedly Luis’s best friend and has helped medicate 
him through his first marriage finally revealing that he has been in love with 
Luis all along (and Luis had no clue). 

• There is Alex, Luis’s son from his first marriage who is involved in fabricating 
and distributing the designer drug Ecstasy.  This provides opportunity for funny 
moments when Luis’s mother inadvertently takes the drug and later, when Luis 
and Alex are involved in a chase scene with Luis’s favorite cop.  Another funny 
moment with Alex and Everest provides for male bonding when they all get 
sunburned at the nudist beach. 

Berges’s style of writing flows easily; the switch in point of view keeps the narrative 
from becoming monotonous.  Luis’s middle-aged metro-sexual voice felt frank and 
heartfelt-self-centered, self pitying and confused. The dialogue that is most plausible 
and at the same time most far-fetched takes place between Luis and his two youngest 
children.  Valle, his stepdaughter, is too wise to be real.  She tells Everest “I am going 
to reveal to you the final answer that exists for all the whys that you can imagine.  That 
way, you won’t have to ask about everything.”  She then leads him into a series of 
philosophical questions about knowing that ends up at “To be happier.  ¡Equilicuá!” (p. 
154-155, my trans).  She is 11 or 12. 

With its nebbishy protagonist, Vive como puedas might resonate in the U.S. with those 
who like Woody Allen movies or the John Kennedy O’Toole novel A Confederacy of 
Dunces.  One challenge to overcome in the translation would be the concept of 
“Equilicuá”.  A plotline that might not translate well for North American cultural mores 
is Luis’s adulterous relationship with Everest’s kindergarten teacher and her subsequent 
pregnancy.  And an off-putting scene (although ultimately hilarious) takes place when 
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Luis accidently eats a bowl of stew made from a skull his daughter excavated from the 
local cemetery and is boiling down for a school assignment. 

Readers in the U.S. could certainly relate to his antagonistic encounters with the traffic 
cop and impatience with second wife Sandra’s hippie Zen fanaticism.  However, Luis 
comes off as shallow for having married her for her ease at reaching orgasm while 
admitting that he never quit loving his first wife.  This reader felt the most sympathy for 
Sandra although her character is almost a caricature.  She was very badly treated by 
Luis and that final bofetada is well-delivered.  The gay theme and characters could have 
been handled better and made an interesting side plot.  As it is, the characters are again 
extensions of Luis’s ego problems and an opportunity to see how he has hurt the people 
who love him.  The portrayal of the unnamed lawyer who switches sexual orientation, 
unknowingly affecting Luis’s love life and most important friendship, rings false. 

To sum up, the theme of working through a midlife crisis by writing a journal is not that 
different or unusual.  Berges is adept at creating an authentic, if not unique or 
particularly endearing voice for Luis Ruiz Puy who at the end does find self-knowledge 
and a new lease on life in this Almodovar-style black comedy. 
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TITLE: Zooilógico: Bestiario de seres mitoilógicos 

AUTHOR AND ILLUSTRATOR: Daniel Montero Galán 

READER: Mary Marques 

DATE: 02/22/2012 

 

Zooilógico: Bestario de seres mitoilógicos written and illustrated by Daniel Montero 
Galán is a book that confuses the readers with an unclear message and ambiguous 
interpretation of the main plot of the story. Even though, the author wants to explore the 
imagination that young readers are exposed in a certain stage of their lives; the elements 
being used in the story such as aggressive illustration, unrecognizable words and 
overloaded size of letters are not the appropriate tools to create an environment of 
inspiration in the reader’s mind. As any educational book directed to this segment 
market, the theme of the story must inspire and motivate young readers to finish reading 
the plot of the book. Unfortunately, Galán fails to accomplish this pivotal objective. 
 
The author creates a world with mythological creatures that only exists in an imaginary 
planet. The introduction to a new and unpronounceable vocabulary makes the words 
hard to enunciate and repeat. Furthermore, the illustration of the deformed creatures 
creates an environment of fear and intimidation in the reader’s mind. In addition, the use 
of various sizes of letters within a paragraph makes the flow of the sentences visually 
unattractive and very difficult to focus. The adult or young reader can lost concentration 
very easily because of the disorganized arrangement of elements in the story. It is hard 
to understand what the author wants to communicate and accomplish with the tail. 
 
The book is divided in four parts: the types of creatures and its classification; the 
summary of the chapter, the tools to recognize illogical animals, and the imaginary 
reference sources used to write the book. In the first part, the mythological kingdom is 
introduced with a brief description of the main characteristic and attribute of the animal 
(scientific name, size, weight, and habitat). In the second segment, the summary is 
presented with many pale color illustrations and difficult words to follow. The author 
presents an environment that creates the illusion of a world with no common sense and 
logic thoughts to follow. In the third component, the writer introduces the steps on how 
an illogical and fantastic creature can be recognized by the reader using the human 
senses (hearing, taste, smell, touch and sight). In the final element, the author wants to 
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provide to the receptor the scientific value of his book with a research study and a list of 
researches on this illogical subject. 
 
Overall in the 117 pages, the writer is unsuccessful to transmit the message of the story. 
The disorganization presented in the plot from the beginning to the end of the book 
shows no understanding of the characteristics and needs of the target segment that 
author wants to explore. The confusion in the story can cause in the mind of the reader 
an illusion of a world that has no logical sequence. This book fails to provide 
educational value to the readers. 
 

Recommendations: 

Audience: Not defined. 

Translation to the English language: Very difficult to translate because of the unclear 
message. 

New vocabulary words: Sienrramado, correveidile, pielipeludo, mancharrón, bichejos, 
etc. 

Topic: Unclear 

Library collections: Very difficult to classify. 

Overall: I do not like the stories 

 

 

 


